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STUDIES OF POLYMER-POLYMER INTERACTIONS

by

Ramon A. Neira Lemos

ABSTRACT

'i

2k

THERMAL CRYSTALLIZATION 0? ISOTACTIG POLYSTYRENEPOLY

(2,

6-DIMETHYLPHENYLEfffi OXIDE) BLENDS.

ABSTRACT

A

nev;

approach to the problem of polymer compatibility

hac been examined. Blends of isotactic polystyrene (iPS)

and poly(2, 6-dimethyl - 1, ^ phenylene oxide) (PPO) have

been prepared by precipitation from dilute solutions
of the polymers in a common solvent. Crystallinity

been developed in these blends by isothermal
for several times. A variety

has

annealing

of times, temperatures and

blend compositions have been used, the degree of crystallinity is dependent on the conditions of crystallization
and on blend composition. The percentage

of

crystal-

linity has been determined from DSC thermograms in two
ways: one, by measuring heats of fusion and two,

evaluating the increase in Cp ocurring at Tg.
reasonable agreement betv;een these

been found. It suggest that within
error

i

tvro

by

A

techniques

has

the experimental

PS -PPO blends may be regarded to obey a two-phase

additive model reasonably well, at least when the crystalline phase is iPS only.
The presence of relatively high degree of crystal-

25

Unity

is shown not to affect the blend

compatibility.

Both amorphous cry tall ine iPS-PPO blend have

a

single composition-dependent glass transition temperatures
as determined by DSC techniques. The crystallinity

developed is a function of PPO content. Blends containing
50 weight percent polymer display only traces of crystal-

linity after extended annealing.

\'ihen

the blend composition

is less than 50 weight percent iPS, no crystallinity can be

detected.

A melting point depression has also been observed
which is composition dependent. The magnitude of the

depression increases

vjith

increasing PPO content.

A discussion relating all of these facts

to

the level

of raiscibility of the polymers is given.

The multiple peaks observed in melting

isotactic

polystyrene and its blends are due not only to melting

and recrystallization but also

to

the

different crystal size and/or defects.

presence

of

80

SOLVENT INDUCED CRYSTALLIZATLDN OF IPS-PPO AND APS-PPO
BLENDS

ABSTRACT
crystalA study has been made on the solvent-induced
if-phenylene
lization behavior of poly (2, 6-dimethyl-l,
(iPS) and their
oxide) (PPO) and isotactic polystyrene
materials have been
blends. Amorphous films of these
and/or acetone
exposed to methyl ethyl ketone (MSK)
Some aspects of
vapor at several controlled temperatures.
blends and the homopolymers
the sorption behavior of the
uptake as a function of
have been investigated. Weight
in the
of solvent
concentration
equilibrium
and
time
role of the solvent
polymer have been determined. The
crystallization process is discussed.

in the

crystallize at low
Only iPS and iPS-rich blends
crystallinity increases with
of
degree
The
temperatures.
difficulty of completely
increase of temperature. The
from the films without
solvent
entrapped
removing
the material has been
of
history
thermal
altering the
relative
solvent has affected the
residual
Some
verified.
but a single composition
Tm's,
and
Tg's
of
position
By using combined
DSC.
by
found
been
has
dependet Tg

solvent plus thermal treatments the crystallization of
PPO
has been possible either pure or in its blends.

iPS

crystallizes under the same treatment. In addition by using

atactic polystyrene-PPO blends, the crystallization of PPO,
only, has been attained. The crystallization behavior

of

pure PPO has been investigated. Solvents with solubility

parameters close to those of the polymers, and low molar
volumes have been used. Upon removal of the solvent

heating the

v^et

by

films above 90^0, crystallinity develops

and a maximum degree of crystallinity is reached somewhere
betvjeen 100 and 120*^0.

Kinetic rather than thermodynamic

effects appear to control the crystallization

at this

stage of the process.

Cocrystallization of the

been carried out at 1^0 and

tv;o

170*^0.

blend components has
PPO crystallizes in

its blends with either iPS or aPS as long as the compo-

sition by weight of PPO is 20% or higher. Analogously iPS
crystallizes in blends

containing less than 50 v/eight

percent PPO. Cocrystallization occurs between these

tv7o

compositions. A discussion on the possible existence of

independent crystalline phases is presented.
V/hether one or both polymers crystallize, the blends

exhibit a single composition dependent Tg at locations

displaced a few degrees with respect to those

for

the

82

amorphous blends of the same composition.
Degrees of crystallinity have been determined from
DSC thermograms in two ways: one, by using enthalpies of

fusion calculated from the areas under the melting peaks
and

tv7o,

by evaluating specific heat increases occurring

at Tg on the assumption of the two-phase model. Considerable

departure from this model is found as the content

of

crystalline PPO increases.
Melting point depressions and enthalpies of fusion

appear to be composition dependent.
A exhaustive discussion on the feasibility of con-

structing a polymer a phase diagram is offered.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
A number of both theoretical and experimental methods have

been used to study the raiscibility or compatibility of two
or more polymers in the bulk phase and in solution.
These methods have provided different criteria to formulate
not only a definition but also semi -quantitative approach
of polymer compatibility.

Theoretical treatments

(1-5)

of the nature of polymer-polymer

solutions have resulted in chemical and thermodynamic pre-

dictions of compatibility which fail to take into account

characteristic features of the behavior of macromolecules.
On the other hand, many experimental methods have been suc-

cessful in examining and evaluating various properties of
the polymer mixtures but they have turned out to be incon-

clusive and ambiguous in the formulation of compatibility

criteria because of having only a tenuous connection with
polymer raiscibility.

Theoretical Aspects .
One of the most widely quoted theoretical treatment

and
of polymer-polymer interactions was developed by Scott"^

Tompa^ based on the Flory-Huggins theory of polymer soluchemitions. They were able to conclude that the mixing of
case
cally different polymers would be favored only in the
fact, if it
the polymers have a negative heat of mixing. In
brought to thermois assumed that a polymer mixture can be

G

dynamic equilibrium, then such a conclusion lies in
the usual free energy of mixing expression

in which Ag^, AHjq and

As^

are respectively the free energy,

enthalpy and entropy of mixing per unit mass of polymer. Since
there is a negligible change of entropy of mixing

blends of high molecular weight unless

AHm

t^S^

is negative.
°
»

for

A m

will be positive and mixing of polymer will not be favored.
The conclusions from the Scott - Torapa treatment of polymer-

polymer compatibility presume a

ever

TAS^

AG^, i.e.

is not
AGjjj

=

0,

is not

more the quantities

A S^j

-s

and a AHj^^O; how-

o

but makes a finite contribution

to

independent of temperature. Further-

AH^^

and

AS^^ are functions of domain

size and, depending on the particular polymer-polymer inter-

action parameter, can result in a situation leading to maximujn

miscibility i.e. that in which AH^;^

range of domain sizes. The most common
is that where

AH > TAS„ for

-^^m

situation, however,

all domain sizes, and no misci-

bility occurs at all, although the case in which AH^^^rTAS^
for a partial region of the domain size does also exist; in
this case a minimum in

ate cluster size.

AGm

occurs for a partial intermedi-

This means that the thermodynamic require-

ments for compatibility may be met over some scale larger

than the extent of the individual segment.
o

Macknight et al

point out an important feature of pol-

ymer miscibility. They state that there

is a true spectrum

of miscibility ranging from the most intimate, at
the polymer segment level, passing by an intermediate
case in which
the placement of the individual polymer
molecule is randomized, to a coarser level where segregation
into clusters or
domains of polymer molecules occurs. Although
the same authors are aware of the fact that an apparently
compatible

"

mixture cannot be assumed a priori, to be in
thermodynamic
equilibrium, they relate the free energy of mixine;
*o»
to a parameter

s

Aqm»

representing the level of mixing in

terras

of the average normalized size of the segmental
clusters

in the system.
If mixing occurs at a segmental level, then s = 1/N=^0,

where N is the degree of polymerization.

\Ihen the

mixing corresponds to the polymer molecule itself
and phase separation takes place at
ative for all values of

s

Si»i»l.

A

G^^^

if the heat of mixing

level of
s

= 1;

will be negAHjjj<:0,but

the size of the average cluster sN, will depend also on the

relative contribution of
at first increases, as

s

AS^j,

the entropy of mixing.

A

Sj^

decreases, as a result of the great-

er number of segments configurations available. However, AS^jj
eventually decline because of the increasing restrictions in
the number of possible configurations imposed by the condi-

tion of contiguity of polymer segments in the range :0<rs
These changes in

ASj^^

-cl.

make t^G^ to become negative, with a

minimum for 0<:s<l, even in the cases where
as long as it is not too large.

AHjj^

is positive

Turning back to the Scott's theoretical treatment,
the following expression for the Gibbs free energy of mixing
of

two polymers was derived

Where V is the total volume of the mixture,

is a refer-

ence volume which is taken as close to the molar volume of
the smallest polymer repeat unit as possible, v^ and Vg

,

and Xg are in their order volume fractions and the

degree of polymerization of polymer A and B respectively,
and

is the interaction parameter between the two pol-

ymers.
For a binary system a critical point indicates

circumstance under which the

system will just begin

the

to

separate in two phases i.e. the limits of the compatibility.

Scott found such critical conditions

:

interaction parameter

^^g, and volume fractions v^ and Vg as functions of the
degree of polymerization of the two horaopolymers

noted using those relationships, that (^^q

)

.

Scott

cr would be

very small for two horaopolymers having appreciable degrees
of polymerization, and that polymers of infinite molecular

weight would be incompatible if there were any positive heat
of mixing at all.

Scott also discussed the behavior of mixtures of two

polymers in the presence of a solvent. He obtained equations

that led to a Gibbs free energy of mixing and the critical

conditions for such a system.
These equations are exactly like those obtained for

a binary mixture of polymers

,

as long as volume fractions

and effective interaction parameter between the polymers
in thp presence of solvent are defined properly.
The interaction

parameters, therefore, play a very

important role in the study of polymer compatibility as they

can be related to the enthalpy of interaction of the polymer
units, each of molar volume V^. In fact, the interaction

parameter between molecules of comparable size can be written
in terras of Hildebrand^ solubility parameters:

^AB =-||
where

and

(<5a

-^B

)^

(3)

are solubility parameters for A and

respectively. When segment - segment interactions

B

are nearly

the same the interaction parameter is small or zero and the

heat of mixing becomes negative as evaluated by equation

1.

In a recent review article, Krause^ presents a method

of calculation for predicting compatibility of polymers. She

asserts that calculated rather than experimental values of

solubility parameters produce more accurate predictions.
Consequently, solubility parameters can be evaluated by

using the expression:
M

where

j>

is the density of the polymer at the temperature of

interest, M is the molecular weight of the monomer
unit in
the polymer and TPi is the sum of all the molar
attraction

constants of all the chemical groups in the polymer
repeat
unit.
Values of molar attraction constants to use with Eq.^

have been revised and compiled recently by

Hoy'''.

With the aid of the solubility parameters the inter-

action parameter between two polymers jc^^
ated

.

can be evalu-

Krause has made comparisons of the calculated val-

ues of

and of

(J^AB^cr'

critical point on a phase

diagram for a binary system, in order to predict compatibility of polymers and found that if
^•^AB^ cr»

t^'o

;c

is greater than

polymers should be compatible at some

percentage composition. The greater the difference

between

these two values, the smaller the range of composition in

which the polymer will be compatible.
In another theoretical approach Pazonyi and Diraitrov

calculated a value for which the heat of mixing,

AH,

k

is

less than the entropy terra, T AS. They conclude that, if

the difference between the cohesive energy densities of the

two components is smaller than 0.016 cal/cra?

,

there exists

the possibility of mutual solution, whatever the sign of

the heat of mixing turns out to be.

Experimental Background .
To visualize clearly the experimental frame within

7

which studies of polymer compatibility have been developed,
we will mention, briefly, the applicability of some of the

experimental methods used and will describe the way the experimental results obtained, are interpreted to underlie

and predict the corresponding criteria of compatibility.
So far, all the experimental research

has been di-

rected to elucidate criteria of polymer miscibility on the
basis of
a) Thermal - transition uniformity

_

b) Thermodynamic changes upon mixing

c) Optical homogeneity

d) Mechanical Integrity
e) Rheological behavior of blend melts and solutions.

Although interrelations exist among these groups of
properties of polymer blends, they represent in our concept,
well defined and separated areas on which almost all the

effort of investigators, has been

phenomenon

centered to examine the

•

Thermal Transitions .
A polymer blend is said to exhibit thermal uniformity

within a range of compositions if it does not show the
individual thermal transitions of its

components within

that range.
Commonly, differential calorimetry has been used to

determine thermal behavior of polymer blends and

the

8

presence of a single glass transition
temperature (Tg), which
is, of course, composition dependent
has been taken as a

criterion for the compatibility of the blend.
Mixtures which exhibit a single composition dependent
Tg appear to obey expressions of the type

Tg

TgA

^ ^g^

Where W«s and Tg»s stand for the weight fraction and
glass

transition temperatures of polymer A and

B.

Almost all the methods used in the determination of Tg
of homopolymers may and, indeed, have been employed to meas-

ure the Tg of blends. The different methods produced some-

what different and in some cases^ clearly separated

the

individual Tg's of the blend components in contrast

with

single values obtained by differential calorimetry for the
same blend. This indicates that the sensitivity of different

measuring techniques toward the glass transitions in mixtures depends on the physical dimensions of the phases. Thus,

dynamic mechanical measurements can apparently detect

smaller phases than differential calorimetry as concluded
by Macknight et al.
Heat of mixing .

Although the concept of a positive heat of mixing has

been accepted as the driving force for the general rule of
incompatibility of polymer

pairs soluble in a common

9

organic solvent, relatively few direct
measurements of this
quantity have been reported ^^"^^^ Slonimskii and
cowarkers
utilized Hess' law of the independence of heat
effects on
the particular path chosen for the mixing process
to obtain
Hjjj values for a number
of polymer pairs. All pairs existing
as homogeneous solutions had exothermic heats and
the behav-

ior of two mixtures which had exothermic heats of mixing
and

still phase - separated in solution was explained in terms
of a volume change on mixing. All the pairs with endotherraic

heats of mixing displayed phase sei>aration in solution.

Recently Ichihara et

al''--'-

has followed a identical pro-

cedure to measure the enthalpy of mixing of a blend of poly
(methyl - raethacrylate and poly (vinyl acetate).

Briefly, the method is an

indirect determination

of

heats of mixing from the difference between heats of solution
of pure horaopolymers and blend of them assuming Hess' law

holds. If

Aq^

is the heat of solution for simultaneous

dissolution of nonblended a grams of polymer A and b gms. of
polymer B in a given volumen of solvent, and AQg is the
heat of solution of

(

a+b

)

grams of the blended sample of

A and B in the same volume of the solvent, then, according
to Hess' law, the heat of blending AQ^ (cal/gra) is given

by
Z^Q^ =

(

AQj^ +

AQ2)/(a+b)

(6)

Using as basis the magnitude as well as the sign of the

10

heat of mixing a degree of compatibility
can be inferred.
The heat of mixing may be taken as an aproxlraation

of the

free energy of mixing like it has been suggested
by Scott
and Tom pa.
Optical Homo/renelty.
The optical appereance is an important

feature

in

the characterization of polymer blends as it
reflects the

level of molecular interaction among the various components of the blend.
In the bulk, compatible polymers form transparent

films which exhibit no heterogeneity under considerable

magnification. High transparency in blends of polymers

with different refractive indices, reveals that the
magnitude of the raicrophase dimension is at least comparable to the wavelength of the visible light. However,

ambiguities may appear in practice because i) visible

clear films of polymer mixtures may have phase-separated
domains too small to be detected visually and, 11) even
incompatible polymers form transparent films when they
have the same or similar refractive index or, if

the

refractive Indices are different, they may form two
layered films which appear transparent when a solution
of the polymers is evaporated

12
.

To overcome these

ambiguities further magnification is necessary and

staining techniques'^-^ may be used to allow observation

•

11

of particles even where the refractive
indices of the con-

stituent polymers are the same.
The so-called technique, phase contrast

may yield clear evidence of the
existence
as small as 0.1//

.

microscopy

of phase domains

Phase contrast microscopy has been
use-

ful in demostrating the multiphase structure
of some polyblends^^ in the form of dark-to-bright
contrast image.
The brighter areas seen under the dark
contrast condition
are assigned to domains of that component
possessing
the

lowest optical density. When better levels of
molecular

interaction are found, the phase contrast pictures
become
blurred and ill-defined even with the finest section
preparation as thin as 2 to 3 microns owing to the fact that
the

structural units involved may be near or below the limit of

resolution of light microscopy.
Under favorable circumstances electron microscopy can
be used to detect size of domains comparable to molecular

dimensions and even

smaller"*"-^

.

However attempts to study

the bulk structure of some polymer blends have encountered

a number of difficulties. These include awkwardness in

cutting ultrahigh thin sections, susceptibility to electron
beam damage and shortage of image contrast owing

to the

usual slight difference in the electron optical density

between blend-component microphases.

12

Mechanical Integrity .
Mechanical integrity is a term employed to denote the

degree of retention or otherwise improvement of the mechanical prox>erties of a polymer blend as compared to those of
its individual components.

Indeed, a major interest in the

.

preparation of blends rests on the ability of some of such
mixtures to improve desirable mechanical properties

of

their components.
Both dynamic

^^"'"^

and static^^"^^ mechanical

measure-

ments have been carried out on polymer mixtures in order
to test the response to applied stresses v;hich is suggestive
of the function of each polymer in its new environment.

Measurements such as tensible strength, elongation at
break, imp>act strength etc. have been intended to charac-

terize both compatible and two-phase blends. In particular,

a two-phase system where a rubbery polymer is dispersed in
a glassy matrix can result in a significant increase

in

impact strength, with a slightly lower modulus than the

glassy component alone, and a yield point below the ultimate
tensile strength of the glass, followed by ductile defor-

mation up to its point of failure. In such a system the
improvement of properties is reached without a great

sacrifice of other properties as would be obtained through

ordinary internal plasticization. This means that in order
certain
to obtain a successful two-phase impact plastic a

optimum level of compatibility must be achieved;
.

great
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enough to provide the necessary adhesion at
the glassrubber interface, yet not so great that the
discrete
impact-absorbing phase is destroyed by solubility.
In brief, there is no well defined relationship

between blend composition and mechanical properties
as
measured by state methods. However, in practice,
it is

common to interpret

the achievement of the desired me-

chanical properties of the blend as a degree of mechanical
integrity within a given range of compositions and thereby
a somewhat relative concept of compatibility may be

associated with the polymer blend.
On the other hand, dynamic mechanical properties have

been performed on poljoner blends to the end of observing
the relaxational behavior and examining the intensity of
the loss peaks. Binary mixtures in which the two components
are miscible in one another give single damping peaks,
Ik
althoug sometimes broader , The damping peaks occur at a

temperature between the damping xjeaks of the pure components.
Dynamic mechanical measurements are particularly
sensitive for investigation of very fine domain sizes in

mixtures of partially compatible polymers. Two-phase
systems with relatively small cluster size show two well

defined damping peaks. Furthermore systems that appear
compatible as tested by differential calorimetry exhibit
the two peaks characteristic of their components in curves
of dynamic mechanical loss as a function of temperature

Ik

Hickman and Ikeda^^ have found,
agreement between Tg

however a good

values determined by both dynamic

mechanical and calorimetry
incompatible blends. They

methods on compatible

and

have reported shear modulus

and internal friction data for a series
of compatible
blends. In all cases there appear to be only

one glass

transition for each blend as indicated
relaxation peak and the accompanying

by the single

sharp drop

in

modulus. These Tg values shift with the composition
in

a monotonic fashion.

On the

other hand

the modulus-

temperature curve assumes a clear step character and the
loss data show maxima for each transition for incompatible

binary blends.
Additional information was obtained with DSC. The
series of compatible blends exhibit single glass transi-

tions and the Tg values fit well with those calculated by

using eq.
blends

5.

In contrast, thermograms for the incompatible

displayed

the step character indicating

individual component glass transitions

,

in

the

agreement

with the mechanical results,
Rheological Methods .

A blend is said to be Theologically compatible if
its rheological behavior maintain close analogy to that
of a pure polymer.

In fact, linear viscoelastic response

was found to be characteristic of compatible blends, just

•
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as it is for a pure horaopolymer'^'^.

In general two-phase

systems exhibit a nonlinear viscoelastic behavior^^.

Viscoelastic response of polymer melts are controlled

mainly by the raonomeric friction factor

{

^q) and the

average molecular weight between entanglements (M^),
the

former is a measure of the local resistance to motion of

a polymer chain segment and the latter represents inter-

molecular interactions. Both

5

^ and M. are constant for

a given polymer. Therefore, a compatible blend melt is
expected to have a monomeric friction factor essentially
independent of composition because in order for segmental

miscibility to occur the energy of mixing must be very
small and hence segment-segment interaction are nearly
the same.
Fiarthermore, the relationship between zero-shear

viscosity and the

3.^ power of the weight average

molecular weight, which is valid for high molecular
weight homopolyraers , at equal free volumes, extends its

validity to a compatible polymer-blend melt and predicts
the composition dependence of the iso-free volume zero-

shear viscosity for the blend, provided that the
Bueche's assumption, that the critical molecular weight
is twice the molecular weight between entanglements of

each component, be taken into account.
Boeng

have found a linear relationship between

logarithm of dynamic viscosity of a

compatible polymer-

blend melt and the weight fraction
of each component in
the blend. When a second viscous phase appears
the

effective viscosity of the mixture tends to Increase
in
an amount proportional to the volume fraction of
this

second phase. This is the reason for the existence
of a

decreasing slope in the loss-modulus versus frequency
curve for two-phase systems as reported by Hill and
Maxwell 21

.

These authors found no maximum in the loss

modulus as a function of composition for two phase
systems.
What all the above mentioned criteria denote, with

more or less adequacy and accuracy, is the degree

of

molecular interaction between the components of a
polymer mixture. During the process of blend formation

and depending upon the kinetic and the thermodynamic

equilibrium such Interactions make different polymer
molecules to seek a favorable environment. The molecules

may aggregate as regions whose sizes are ultimately a
consequence of how strong those interactions are.
The polymer compatibility becomes optimum when

monomer units of the distinct components contact one
another so intimately as to reduce the size of

the

microphase to the dimension of a few monomer units.
Therefore, if a more absolute concept of polymer com-

patibilty were to be formulated the average size of the

microphase should be evaluated. However, it is

17

practically inaccessible in the case of good compatibility and only approximate direct estimation of the phase
dimensions may be obtained by means of the above

mentioned optical methods.
Calorimetry, mechanical, dielectric and rheological

techniques make, after all, an indirect measure of the
average size of the microphases.

18

Literat ure Review of the Sy Rhr^m
Poly (2. 6 --dlniethY l phenylene oxide
-Polystyrene .
)

The system poly (2,6-dimethyl-l,i+
phenylene oxide) (PPO)
Polystyrene (PS) has been the subject of
several investigations over the past few years.

Different experimental techniques have been used
to

study the properties of this blend over the
entire range
of compositions. The physical properties
of the PPO-PS

blends determined through the above experimental
techniques, may be summarized as follows:
a) The mixture exhibits a single heat capacity
discontinuity

corresponding to a single composition dependent glass
transition temperature (Tg) intermediate between those of
the pure components when examined by differential scanning
caloriraetry (DSC)^^.
b) The thermomechanical response of the PPO-PS blends

shows also a single Tg and a single-step rubbery plateau

that falls between the response of the individual

components

22

c) PPO-PS blends display two partially merged relaxation

peaks in the vicinity of the DSC Tg as examined by

dynamic mechanical experiments'^^.
d) Dielectric relaxation studies reveal a single peak
o

correspondirxg to single composition dependent Tg

.

How-

ever, composition dependence is not the same as observed

by either DSC or dynamic mechanical techniques.

19

e) The blends possess optical transparency
and no evidence

of phase separation is observed"^^*^^ even when
prepared

by melting the bulk mixing of the powders.
f

)

The PPO-PS blends show linear viscoelastic behavior and

the raonoraeric friction coefficient remains approximately

independent of composition^^. Furthermore, the compo-

sitional dependence of the zero shear viscosity may

predicted by the iso-free volume

be

zero shear viscosity-

composition relationship derived by Berry and Fox

,

provided that the ratio of the critical molecular weights
be assumed equal to the ratio of the entanglement molecular

weights, this latter determined by measuring the equilib-

rium modulus in the entanglement
melt

plateau of the blend

22
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All of these experiments have been performed using

atactic polystyrene (a-PS). From the analysis of the
o

above described results it has been concluded

that PPO

and a-PS are compatible but probably not on a segmental
basis.
In this work we have examined the behavior of

the

system PPO - isotactic polystyrene (i-PS) under different
thermal treatments. Previous experiments in this

laboratory have shown that considerable crystallinity

can be readily developed in PPO-i-PS blend by thermal
annealing at appropriate temperatures and blend compositions.

It is

expected that the use of crystallizable

'1

#
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polymers can provide not only additional information about

polymer-polymer

interactions but also

,

broaden

and

supplement the information we have on individual polymers.
A few studies have been published recently on the effects
of ndncrystallizable polymer diluents on the properties

of crystallizing polymers.

Keith and Padden

27

and Boon and Azcue

oD

reported that

at given temperature, dilution of isotactic polystyrene

with noncrystallizable atactic
maximum

growth rate

spherulite

polystyrene depresses the
in proportion to the

amount of diluent added, but there is a discrepancy

in

the degree of depression, probably owing to differences
in molecular weights of both constituents or tacticity of

the crystallizable polystyrene used by the two groups

of

investigators.

Yeh and Lambert

29

have studied the crystallization

kinetics, morphology and melting behavior

polystyrene in blends

with verious

of isotactic

molecular

weight

atactic polystyrenes over a wide range of concentrations,
they found that spherulitic

depressed with increasing

growth rates are uniformly
diluent

amounts of atactic

increasing

and that these growth rates decreased with

the molecular weight of the added polystyrene. However,

growth rates displayed a sudden increase

at certain

values when increasing the molecular weight

of

the

21

diluent. In addition, morphological observations
revealed
an increase in coarseness of the spherulites
with

increasing molecular weight of the atactic
polystyrene.
Natov et al 30 have studied the morphology

and

melting behavior of blends consisting of one
crystallizing
and one amorphous polymers. These authors concluded
that,

the crystals formed in polymer mixtures containing
polar

substitutes in their molecules turned out to depend not

only on the nature of the crystallizing polymer, but also
on the content, nature, and molecular weight of the

amorphous component. However, the effect of the amorphous

component on

super-molecular structures is insignificant

in mixtures with no polar substitutes. The observations
of the same authors on the melting behavior of the blends

show that three kinds of crystal mixtures may be formed:
mixtures in which the melting point changes proportionately to the composition; mixtures whose melting point is

constant and does not depend on the composition; and
those whose melting point depends on the composition

only within a certain interval. For

the case where the

melting temperature of the crystals in the blends drops
in proportion to the content of noncrystallizable polymer,

the assiimption is made that this component occupies the

defective areas in the crystal grating. In general,
there seems be no clear correlation between melting point

22

depression and the level of compatibility of the polymers,
which may be drawn from the latter observations.
Thermodynamic considerations employing conventional

mixture theories vjhich account for the reduction

in

chemical potential that occurs on mixing^^, show that

a

miscible diluent produces a depression in the equilibrivim

melting temperature

—

^

^ra

-^m

T^^

,

given by

= -B^"u

Vu

2
/

-YtVt

(7)

)

which relates the depression of the melting point by the
diluent with respect to the melting point

crystalline polymer, to the volume fraction

of the pure

diluent. In addition, the melting temperature

depends on the heat of funs ion

the

of

v.^^

drop

AH^ per repeating

unit,

on the ratio of the molar volumes of this unit and
diluent, and, on the interaction parameter

ji ^.

the
In

particular, according to equation 7 the melting point

depression by diluent is inversely proportional to the

molar volume of the diluent molecule; if the latter is a
high molecular weight polymer, essentially

no lowering

is observed.

Nevertheless, if we consider polymer-polymer misci-

bility at levels between the mixing of individual poly-

mer molecules and the most Intimate segmental mixing.
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it becomes apparent that the effective
size of the diluent

molecule may range from the highest subraolecule

order

to that of a few monomer units of noncrystalline
polymer
per monomer unit of crystallizable polymer.
Under these

circumstances the molar volume ratio may become
significant
and the melting point depression as given by
equation 7,
is no longer,

negligible. Of course, a combination of this

latter effect and a morphological one might

also

be

possible.
On the other hand, Bohn^^

has pointed out that

compatible mixture of one crystalline

polymer with

a

any

other polymer is unlikely because of the elevated heats
of crystallization, which must be adverse heats of mixing

for a molecular mixture with restricted crystallization.
In view of the above, further studies concerning the

compatibility of crystalline polymers and the

ability

to crystallize and melting behavior of these polymers
in binary blends turns out to be of great importance.

THERMAL CRYSTALLIZATION OF ISOTACTIC POLYSTYRENE^
POLY

(2,

6-DINETHYLPHENYLENE OXIDE) BLENDS.

ABSTRACT
A new approach to the problem of polymer compatibility
has been examined. Blends of isotactic polystyrene (iPS)

and poly(2, 6-dimethyl -

1,

phenylene oxide) (PPO) have

been prepared by precipitation from dilute solutions
of the polymers in a common solvent. Crystallinity

been developed in these blends by isothermal
for several times. A variety

has

annealing

of times, temperatures and

blend compositions have been used, the degree of crystallinity is dependent on the conditions of crystallization

and on blend composition. The percentage

of

crystal-

linity has been determined from DSC thermograms in two
ways: one, by measuring heats of fusion and two,

evaluating the increase in Cp ocurring at Tg.

A

reasonable agreement between these two techniques
been found. It suggest that within

by

has

the experimental

error iPS-PPO blends may be regarded to obey a two-phase

additive model reasonably well, at least when the crystal
line phase is iPS only.

The presence of relatively high degree of crystal-

25

Unity

is shown not to affect the blend

compatibility.

Both amorphous crytalline iPS-PPO blend
have

a

single composition-dependent glass transition
temperatures
as determined by DSC techniques. The
crystallinity

developed is a function of PPO content. Blends
containing
50 weight percent polymer display only traces of crystal-

Unity after extended annealing. When

the blend composition

is less than 50 weight percent iPS, no crystallinity
can be

detected.

A melting point depression has also been observed
which is composition dependent. The magnitude of the

depression increases

v/ith

increasing PPO content.

A discussion relating all of these facts

to

the level

of raiscibility of the polymers is given.

The multiple peaks observed in melting

isotactic

polystyrene and its blends are due not only to melting
and recrystallization but also

to

the

different crystal size and/or defects.

presence

of
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CHAPTEHTWO
THERMAL CRYSTALLIZATION OP ISOTACTIC
POLYSTYRENEPOLY

(2,

6-DIMETHYLPHENYLENE OXIDE) BLENDS.

EXPERIMENTAL
Materials,
The isotactic polystyrene used in this study was
purchased from Polysciences Inc., Warrington, Pa.
The material

was received as a crystalline white powder and high
tactic

content with less than 2.38,^ solubility in boiling methyl
ethyl ketone. The intrinsic viscosity of the polymer was

measured in toluene at 30°C and yielded a value of l.lOg/dl,
which corresponds to a molecular weight (M^)of 3.3 x 10^
in accord with an equation given elsewhere^^.

Additive free PPO manufactured by the General Electric
Co. was used in this work. The polymer in the form

of

pellets was characterized by viscometry with the aid

of

Barrales-Riends and Peppers viscometric equation"^-^.
(7J=

5.7^ X 10"^ \°*^^(cm^/g)

(1)

The intrinsic viscosity of the polymer in its toluene solu-

tion at 25°C was 60.5 ml/gm and according to equation
viscosity-average molecular weight of 2.3 x 10

k

(1)

was estimated.

Sample Preparation.
Blends of i-PS and PPO were

prepared by

a

dissolving

t
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previously weighed amounts of both polymers in a
measured
volume of boiling toluene. Concentrations from I.5

to 2.5

i

total polymer weight in 100 ml of solvent were
commonly
used,
•

In addition to toluene, o-dichlorobenzene

and

chlorobenzene were used as solvents in order to prepare
larger amounts of the blends, by heating the solution at
about 120°C.

Although the solubility of iPS in toluene was
improved by melting and quenching the powdered polymer,

concentrations were kept as low as

2

g./lOO ml. in order

to facilitate diffusion and molecular inter penetration
of the polymers in a relatively low viscous medium.

While most of the blends

vjere

prepared in toluene

solutions, the effect of the other solvents on the blend

compatibility appeared to be the same. In fact, in all
cases the samples after going through the same preparation

procedure resulted in transparent films with indistin-

guinshable thermal properties.
In all cases solutions were heated, while stirring,

for times as long as 2k hours until the dissolution was
completed. Upon cooling to room temperature, no phase

separation was observed. The solutions were subsequently
filtered in sinterized glass to eliminate dust or other
impurities.

The filtered co-solutions were then precipitated
at

room temperature by adding dropwise

to

stirred large excess of methanol. A

ratio

methanol to polymer solution,

(

a vigorously

to

8

1,

on a volume basis) was

found optimum to obtain the clearest filtrate. Ethanol
was employed for chlorobenzene solutions in

ratio

a

10/1. The precipitated material was then dried

vacuum oven at ca. 100°C for 48 hours. After
samples displayed a cotton-like appearance

a

in

this, the

irrespective

of the compos it ion. The dried fluffy material was then

compression-molded in the following way: the material
was put in a brass mold sandwiched between aluminum

plates and the assembly placed on the hot press

about 150°C and heated up to a temperature in

vicinity of 270°C. Both PPO and iPS showed

unstable at temperatures higher than 290^0
was counteracted by using nitrogen

at

the

to
.

be

Degradation

flowing into

the

sample assembly. PPO-rich blends were darker the higher
the molding temperature. An appropiate temperature

molding PPO-rich blends is 250°C.

V/hen the press

for
has

reached a temperature between 250 to 280°C the sample
is allowed to stand without further heating for 20

minutes after which a 5000 psi pressure is applied.

Under these circumstances the sample is left for 10
minutes, removed while clamping together the

two

.
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aluminum plates and immediately quenched by
immersion
in an ice-water bath.
Transparent films, approximately 0.33 to
thick, were obtained in that manner. Small

0A5

mm

disk-shaped

specimens suitable for DSC measurements were cut from
the films and encapsulated in i" diameter aluminum
pans.
In order to obtain the highest possible crystallinity,

the samples corresponding to seven different compositions,

were annealed from the glassy state in vacuum oven and

subsequently quenched by placing them on a plate immersed
in dry ice,

A variety on annealing times and temperatures

vjere

investigated,

Measurements
A Perkin-Elmer differential scanning calorimeter

model DSC-2 was used for all thermal analytical

determinations reported here. The instrument was calibrated

previously and every 28 runs on the basis of the melting
terai^eratures

and enthalpies of known amounts of high-

purity Indium and Tin. Enthalpies of fusion were determined

by graphical integration of the melting peak with

an

accuracy Of 3 - 5% in most cases, always depending,
mainly, upon the accuracy of the base line and the peak

area measurements.

'1
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Sensitivities of

2

to 5 meal. /sec. were used

in

accord with the saraple weights.
Most experiments were
carried out at heating rate of lOOK/min.
but the

effect

of using lower and higher heating
rates was studied.

In particular, the changes in specific
heats ocurring
at the glass transition temperatures
were scanned at
a heating rate of 2oOK/min, in order
to increase the
lenght of the ordinate deflections.

Finally, a Perkin-Elmer digital autobalance,
model
AD~2, capable of reading to 0.001 mg. was
used

for

weighing all the samples. The weights of the samples
examined range between 5 and 12

Reproducibility of the data

rag.

vjas

checked by doing

at least two runs on each composition subjected to a

particular treatment.

1
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RESULTS
Table

shows the compositions of the samples
of iPS-PPO
blends prepared in the way described
previously.
I

TABLE

I

Summary of weight compositions of the iPS-PPO
blends.
.

Sample Identification

iPS in blend. Wt.^

iPS

100

90/10

90

75/25

75

50/50

50

25/75

25

10/90

10

Pure PPO

With

0

the exception of iPS, which was treated at additional

temperatures, samples of all above indicated

compositions

were annealed for 12, 2^, 48 and 72 hours at the following

temperatures: 120, 135, 150, 180, 200 and 220^0.

temperature set includes approximate upper

and

This

lower

limits out of which no thermal induced crystallinity was

encountered even for times as long as a week.
From the analysis of the DSC thermograms obtained for

each sample the following determinations have been made:
a) Glass transition temperatures.

b) Degree of crystallinity measured by two

independent
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methods. The first involves the determination
of enthalpies
of fusion by graphical integration of
the curves of heat flow
rate (dq/dt) vs time, whereas the second
simply measures
the specific heat increase
A Cp at the glass transition
temperature, which has proved to be significantly
crystal-

Unity dependent.
c) The melting characteristics of iPS and
crystallizable

iPS-PPO blends as well as the

composition-dependent

melting point reduction.
Glass transition Temperatures.

The DSC thermograms for the annealed

samples

were

extended through the glass transition region. A relatively

sharp single Tg was encountered for all compositions.

The

magnitude of the discontinuity in specific heat, Cp,

associated with Tg, was clearly dependent on the degree
of crystallinity but the location

of

the

transition

appeared only slightly changed for the different thermal
histories in the iPS-rich blends. An increase in Tg, for
blends containing 90 and 75 weight percent iPS, appears
as a result of the relative change in the composition of

the amorphous phase, which becomes richer in PPO.

The glass transition temperature

taken

as*

in

this

work is

the temperature corresponding to the midpoint of

the discontinuity in Cp.
The results are summarized

in table II
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Annealed samples were scanned at lOOK/min.
heating rate
from 3^0°K up to above the melting
temperature, then
cooled at the same rate and run again

to observe the effect

of the absence of crystallinity on
the location of

Crystalline melting of the iPS was detected

in

Tg.

the first

run, in mixtures with a iPS content
larger than 50%, How-

ever no melting peak was observed in subsequent

runs

which is in agreement with previous experiments^?,
accounting for the slow crystallization of iPS. Each
amorphous
sample was then scanned two to three times under similar

conditions to ensure the existence of significant effects
of the thermal history on both Tg and specific

heat

increase. The glass transition temperatures listed

table II are, thus, the average of several

in

additional

scans made at the same experimental conditions and were

reproducible to ^ l^C. Since Tg values appeared

only

slightly dependent of the degree of crystallinity,
report here those corresponding to samples

of

we

highest

crystallinity.
In addition amorphous iPS-PPO samples were run at

a heating rate of 20°K/min. Consistently, higher values
of Tg (2 to 3°C) were found

for the entire range

compositions. However the most interesting feature

increasing

of
of

the heating rate was to expand the magnitude

of the discontinuity in

Cp which will be useful for other

purpose later on in this work.
Tg values obtained at 20°K/min. heating rate
are

also included in table II.
The Tg data are plotted as a

function of compositi(

in figure 1. The resulting curve shows the typical

composition dependence for Tg, displayed by compatible
blends. Furthermore, the data agree reasonably well with

those calculated by theoretical equation of Fox^^

indicated by the dashed line in figure

as

1.

TABLE II
Glass transition temperatures of partially crystallized
(Tg-j^)

and amorphous (Tg2, Tg3) iPS-PPO blends.

Blend Composition

Tg^(a)oc

Tg2 °C

Pure iPS

103

98

103

90^"

110

106

109

75

119

11^

118

50

139

138

141

25

178

178

181

10

198

199

202

216

217

220

Pure PPO
a.

Samples annealed at 180°C for 24 hours.

b.

Tg measured at 20°K/min.
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Enthalpies of fus ion and Decree of Crystalllni
ty
Enthalpies of fusion of the crystalline
samples were
determined by graphical integration of the
melting
.

peaks

on the DSC thermograms. These thermograms
heat flow rate dq/dt versus time. When a

are curves of

crystalline

polymer is heated through its melting range,
dq/dt goes
through a maximum and falls as the crystalline
material
is

melted out. The area

A,

under this peak is proportional

to the heat input during the phase transition,
is

Q^, and

given by:
Qf = (dq/dt )dt = KA

(2)

in which K is a constant calculated from,

-i

'3)

where c is a calibration constant of the calorimeter, S
is the full range of the power in millical sec""^ inch""^

m is the mass of the sample and V is the chart speed in
inch sec""^.
The constant c was determined by calibrating the

calorimeter with known amounts of high purity Tin

and

Indium. The calibration was made prior to the exijeriments

and periodically every 28 runs. A mean value of

~2
ll.''4-5xlO

for c was found by averaging 20 values obtained for Tin

and 20 for Indium with a standard deviation of 0.1^x10

.
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The accuracy of the measurements of the
heat of fusion
depends, mainly, on the precision on evaluating
peak
areas and on the choice of the appropriate
baseline.
The enthalpies of fusion calculated in the
manner
just described are recorded in tables III to
VI.

From these values of

linity

AQf,

a percentage of crystal-

can be evaluated by the relation
X^j

=

AQf

^

-LOO

Hf

where

A

%

is the

enthalpy of fusion of completely crystal-

line polystyrene which has been found to be 80.3 joules
i^>h'
_1 36
quite close to that of 86.3 joules g."'-'-T reported
g.
i

'

by Danusso and Moraglio^'''. Both values were determined by

using melting point depression data of the polymer with
different concentrations of a diluent. In our calculations we use an intermediate value of 20.0 cal
(83.72 joules g.

"*')

g."-^

which is nearly the arithmetic mean of

those values. The percent crystallinity data are also shown
in tables VII to X, for the different blend compositions

and pure IPS.
The degree of crystallinity is markedly dependent on the

PPG content in the blends, decreasing as the iPS/PPO ratio

decreases. No crystallinity was found under any annealing

conditions for blends containing more than 50% in weight
of PPG. These facts are illustrated in figures 2 to 5,

in which

the degree of crystallinity in terms of enthalphy of fusion
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are plotted against crystallization
temperature for all
the crystallizable samples for each annealing
time.

TABLE III
Enthalpies of fusion in joules g."^ of pure iPS resulting
from annealing at the temperatures and time indicated.

Time (Hours)
:rature,

12

120

2k

^8

72

mm

1.05

'

133

6.20

9. 13

150

15.78

170

16. 12

21.^1.3

20. 3^

22.

2^.15

23.61

30. 81

30. 6k

31.98

180

25.33

28. ^2

30. 98

32.06

190

22.10

2^. 07

27. 38

29.85

195

17.58

20. 26

23. 78

27.92

200

1^.65

16. 53

20. 09

11.6^

15. 28

18. 08

20.51

1. 67

3. 27

6.07

210
220

In the following tables appropriate correction has

made for taking into account only the weights of

present in each blend sample.

.

25.7^

been
iPS

'j
ff
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TABLE IV
Enthalpies

of fusion in joules g.~^ of 90/10 iPS/PPQ

blends resulting from annealing at temperatures
and time
indicated.
Time (Hours)

Temperature

12

24

48

135

1.80

6.17

7.95

13.40

150

14.31

16.49

21.16

22.81

180

19.51

26.14

27.84

29.15

200

9.50

13.98

16.66

19.97

1.80

3.62

220

'

Enthalpies

72

TABLE V

of fusion in joules g."-^ of 75/25 iPS/PPO

blends resulting from annealing at the temperatures and

time indicated.
Time (Hours)

Temperature °C

12

24

135

48

72

1.5^

3.45

150

10.36

11.68

13.79

16.32

180

15.71

16.95

19.88

23.60

200

6.56

7.47

9.69

11.84

1.47

3.55

220

39

TABLE VI
Enthalpies of fusion in joules g.'^ of
50/50 iPS/PPO blends
resulting from annealing at the temperatures and
time

indicated,
Time (Hours)

Temperature

12

150
180

2.09

200

48

72

1.59

2.39

3.72

5.94

1.84

2.30

TABLE VII
Percent crystallinities calculated from data of enthalpy
of fusion of iPS resulting from annealing at the tempera

tures and time indicated.
'

Time (Hours)

Temperature °C

12

24

48

120

72
1. 2

135

7.4

10.9

19.3

25. 6

150

18.8

24.3

26.8

28. 9

170

28.2

36.8

36.6

38. 2

180

30.3

33.9

37.0

38. 3

190

26.4

28.7

32.7

35. 7

195

21.0

24.2

28.4

33. 4

200

17.5

19.7

24.0

30. 7

210

13.9

18.2

21.6

24. 5

2.0

3.9

7. 2

220

0

^

TABLE VIII
Percent crystallinities calculated from
Data of enthalpy
fusion of 90/10 iPS/PPO resulting from
annealing at the

temperatures and time indicated.
Time

f

Hours

Temperature

^8

72

135

2.1

7.2

9.5

150

17.1

19.7

25.0

27.2

180

23.3

31.1

33.2

3^.7

200

11.3

16.7

19.9

23.8

2.1

^.2

220

16.

TABLE IX
Percent crystallinities calculated from Data of enthalpy

fusion of 75/25

i PS /PPG

resulting from annealing at the

temperatures and time indicated.

Time (Hours)

Temperature

2^

135

72

1.7

^.0

16.3

19.5

150

12.2

180

18.6

20.2

23.7

28.2

200

7.6

8.8

11.^

13.9

1.6

3.0

220

41

TABLE X

Percent crystallinities calculated from data
of enthalpy
of fusion of 50/50 iPS-PPO blends resulting
from

annealing at the temperatures and times indicated.
Time (Hours)

Temperature °C

12

24

150
180

200

2.80

48

72

1.95

2.81

4.56

7.07

2.37

2.63

^2

Specific heat Inc rease and decree of Crystallinltv.
At the glass transition temperature, Tg,
a disconti-

nuity in specific heat, Cp of the amorphous part
of
material takes place. For semicrystalline polymers

magnitude of this increase in specific heat

AC

the
the
is

directly related to the amorphous content of the
material,
i.e.

it can be taken as a measure of the degree of
crystal-

linity of the polymer^^. This assertion presupposes

the

validity of the additive two phase behavior for the
amorphous and crystalline components in the sample. In this

respect isotactic polystyrene adheres
two

very closely to the

39
phase model-^^.
As a matter of fact polystyrene appears

to follow most of the experimental findings on which the

two-phase
a)

model is based^^, namely:

In atactic and isotactic samples no difference have been

experimentally found among the specific

heats, measured

below the glass transition and above the melting point.
b) Both atactic and amorphous polymers display the same

increase in specific heat at Tg.
In addition, as we have previously shovm, the glass

transition temperature is not basically altered by

the

crystalline phase.
It follows that,

in general, the per cent crystal-

linity of a seraicrystalline polymer may be determined by
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measuring

ACp ocurring at the glass transition,
provided

that the variation of the whole amorphous
polymer is known.
Thus, let Cpg and Cp^. be the heat capacities
of the

polymer before and after Tg. By analogy with

other

expressions the degree of crystallinity, x, of the
polymer,
may be described in terms of the heat capacities
by

"^pr ~

^pr

Where the upper prime, double prime and the asterisk denote
the completely amorphous, the semicrystalline

and

the

perfectly crystalline forms of the polymer respectively.
Since the specific heats are assumed to be alike

below Tg, equation 5 may be written:
^Cpr - ^pg) ~ (^pr - ^pg)
V ^^pr - ^pg^ - ^^pr - ^pg^

the differences within parenthesis are in their order:

ACp^

,

ACp^ and ^^p^

t

which represent the increases

in Cp at Tg of the whole amorphous, semicrystalline and

completely crystalline polymer respectively. Since

no

change at all can be observed for an entirely crystalline

polymer at Tg,

Ac

^ ^

vanishes

and equation

_ac£^-_ACps_

6

becomes

On the other hand from the basic
thermodynamics we can
write the heat flow rate, dQ/dt in
cal/sec, into a sample
of mass ra gm. and specific heat
C_ in cal gm~^ ^K-^ as
follows

dt

P TOT

(8)

where dT/dt is the heating rate in OK/sec.
Prom DSC theory, it is known that the heat flow
rate
is directly proportional to the ordinate
deflection,

L

caused by the changes in the instantaneous specific heat
of the sample. Thus,

if S is full scale value of the power

(sensitivity) in millicalories sec~^ inch"^

,

the heat

flow rate is given by:

-1^

=

31,

and by equating eqs. 8 and 9 and letting

(9)

L be

the

fractional increase in the ordinate at the transition,
the increase in the specific heat can be evaluated by:

S
now,

if

Lg and

due to semicrystalline

m (dT/dt)

^^^^

are the ordinate -deflection increase

and completely amorphous polystyrene

respectively and as long as the experimental conditions are

maintained in both determinations the following
relationship is readily obtained

-TU^ =mrALi

^^^^

Where the symbols and both suscripts, A and S,
have the
same meaning as given above.

An expression for the degree of crystallinity may be

derived from equations

7

X = 1

and 11:

mA
-

~i

rr^

(12)

Both equations, 10 and 12, are used in our calculations
of the magnitude of the increase in

and the per cent

crystallinity respectively, of the pure iPS and its blends

with PPO.
Ac

,

P ^

for amorphous blends and homopolymers were

calculated from thermograms run in duplicate at the same
experimental conditions as used for annealed samples.
Heating rates of 20^K/min and sensitivities of 5 mcal/sec.
were used in all cases.
As

expected no significant difference in

bC

was found between atactic and amorphous isotactic

polystyrene.

,

p'S

^6

For crystalline blends and pure iPS, the percent
crystal-

Unity was calculated by equation

12. Quite consistently,

whenever crystallinity was absent in the samples, no
change
in

ACp

was observed. However low degrees of crystallinity

as indicated by small melting peaks are undetectable
by

measuring

ACp's because the decrease

of the magnitude of

the ordinate displacement caused by the crystallinity

sample turns out to be within the experimental error in
the measurements of

Z\L.

After running the crystalline samples, additional
scans were made on the samples cooled quickly from above
the melting point. No change in

AC

'

was observed conse-

quently with the disappearance of the whole crystallinity.
The values of

ACp

and percent crystallinity reported

here were averaged on at least three differents measurements
of

AL. The

Ac

values for pure iPS and PPO

^
excellently with those reported by Karasz et al

agree
39-^0
,

which were determined by means of an adiabatic calorimeter.
Results are summarized in tables XI to XVII. In tables

XV to XVII are shown percentages of crystallinity
determined in two ways ;Xf corresponds to those

values

found from the data of heat of fusion via equation ^, and
X- represents percent crystallinity as evaluated from the data
of specific heat increase through equation 7, assuming that

^7

the samples follow

the two phase model

.

ACp are plotted versus blend composition

The values

of

for amorphous

and semicrystalline blends at constant
annealing time, in
figures 6 to 8.

Finally

in

figures

9

to 11

the variation of A Cp

with crystallinity is illustrated for each blend
composition.
The straight line corresponds to the ideal
two phase

behaviour.

TABLE XI

Specific-heat increases of amorphous blends and homopolymer.

Composition

Cp .joules ^K"^ g."^

Isotactic PS

0.298

Atactic PS

0.296

90/10

0.292

75/25

0.287

50/50

0.281

25/75

0.265

10/90

0.256

PPO

0 . 242

TABLE XII
Values of specific heat increase,

A Cp in joules degT^ g.-l

for semicrystalline iPS resulting from annealing

at

the

temx>eratures and time indicated.

—

Time (Hours)

2k

48

72

Temperature °C
135

0.276

0.228

0.219

150

0.215

0.217

0.206

180

0.187

0.186

0.177

200

O.Zkk

0.224

0.198

TABLE XIII

Values of specific heat increase,

Ac

,

in joules deg?! g7

for semicrystalline 90/10 iPS/PPO blends resulting

from

annealing at the temperatures and time indicated.
Time (Hours)
48

72

Temperature oc
135

0,260

0.250

0.250

150

0.227

0.213

0.209

180

0.193

0.190

0.172

200

0.229

0.222

0.197

)

Q

TABLE XIV
values of specific heat increase,

ACp in joules degrl

for semicrystalline 75/25 iPS/PPO blends
resulting

gr^

from

annealing at the temperatures and time indicated.
*

Time (Hours)

2^

72

Temperature °C
r

150

0.225

0.221

0.216

180

0.210

0.195

0.185

200

0.238

0.226

0.223

TABLE XV
Percentage of crystallinity for iPS calculated:
a) from data enthalpy of fusion (x^) and
b) from

specific heat increas at Tg (Xc)

annealing at the conditions shown

;

resulting from

•
•

Time (Hours
72

Temp. °C

^f

135

10.9

150

2^.3

180

200

X

c

^f

X

c

^f

19.3

23.5

25.6

26.5

27.9

26.8

27.2

28.9

30.9

33.9

37.3

37.0

37.6

38.3

19.7

18.1

2^.0

2k,

30.7

33.5

k

:

:

)

^

50

TABLE XVI
Percentage of crystallinity for

9O/IO iPS/PPO blends

calculated
a) from data of enthalpy of fusion
(x^) and
b) from specific heat increase at Tg
(x^); resulting

from annealing at the conditions shown
Time

f

Hours

•

i^8

Temp, oc

^f

^c

135

7.2

11.0

150

19.7

180

200

^f

X

^c

^f

9.5

12.3

16.0

Ik.k

22.3

25.0

27.1

27.2

28.4

31.1

33.9

33.2

34.9

34.7

41.1

16.7

21.6

16.9

2k. 0

23.8

32.5

c

TABLE XVII
Percentage of crystallinity for 75/25 iPS/PPO blends
Where

and X

c

have the same meaning as above.
Time

2k
Temp, oc

•

(

Hours
kQ

^f

72

Xf

X

150

^f
14.0

21.6

16.3

23.0

19.5

24.7

180

20.2

26.8

23.7

32.1

28.2

35.6

200

8.8

17.1

11.

21.3

13.9

22.3

^c

^c

c
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Isotactlc Polystyr ene: thermal history and
meltln
i

characteristics .
At this point, we will discuss some
observations made

on the melting behavior of isotactic
polystyrene and its

crystallizable blends with PPO.
Considerable crystallinity

is

readily developed

in

pure iPS and iPS-PPO blends containing more than
^0%

in

weight of iPS by ther-mal treatment. We have explored

the

whole temperature range between 120^ and 220°C at different
intervals.

Typical thermograms are shown in figures 12 and 13.
The presence of multiple melting peaks, whose magnitude

and location are dependent on crystallization

conditions,

is clearly observed in those thermograms.

These experiments confirm the findings made previously
by other investigators

^1,
.

differences which suggest

However, we have found

some

that the phenomenon needs to

be studied more rigorously, both theoretically and experi-

mentally.

When samples of iPS are scanned at 10°K/min, three
peaks appear as long as the temperature of crystallization,
Tq, is I8OOC or lower.

The onset of the first peak (I) is

evident at temperatures as low as l^O^C as T_ is 135°C
c
(Thermogram A Fig* 12). In general the onset of the first

peak is observed at temperatures 3 to 5°C higher than T^.

•

'I

/
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Moreover, the temperature corresponding to the
transition
between the first (I) and second (li) peak,
although somewhat diffuse, seems to lie between 180 and I85OC
independently of the annealing temperature. In fact, in
samples

annealed at

higher than 180°C the first peak is not

observed any more. Similarly the transition betx^een second

and third

peaks lies between

Tc is chosen

and at

195 and 200oc. Consequently, if

between 180°C and 200Oc, two peaks can be seen

beyond

200^0 only one peak appears,

(fig.

12).

It should be noticed that the end of the last peak shifts

only slightly

(1

to 20C) toward higher temperatures as

is increased from 135 to 210^0.

In brief, what we have observed in our experiments
is that the onset of the melting process increases linear-

ly with crystallization temperature

T^,,

and

it lies

approximately ^ or 5°C above T^. Moreover the temperature
at which the whole melting process ends, is essentially

unaltered whatever T

is.

c

This suggest that the peak III,

which represents the fusion of larger and more perfect
crystallites, always appears irrespective of the thermal
treatment as illustrated in figure 12 where the three
peaks are clearly distinguishable although very close to
one another. The difficulty arises in

assigning the true

melting temperature of the system. One can think that the
temperatures corresponding to the maxima of the three
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peaks increase linearly with different slopes
up to a common

intersection at the equilibrium melting point,
depending
upon the crystallization conditions.
Actually, what one can see is the intersection
of the

characteristic peak with the extrapolations of the melting
temperatures of the other peaks.
The presence of a single,

tv7o,

or three peaks

is

subordinated to the annealing treatment. Evidently, when
the sample is annealed at temperatures higher than that
one corresponding to the melting

of smaller or less perfect

crystallites, represented by the peak

I,

and subsequently,

quenched from that temperature none of such crystallites

can be developed because of the very knovm low growth rate
of spherulites of the polystyrene. The same effect is seen

when the sample is annealed above the melting temperature
of the crystallites represented by the peak II. This is

supported by the presence of a single sharp peak in samples
annealed at 210°C (fig. 13).
So far, all of these facts have been explained in

two ways: one suggesting that multiple peaks are caused by
the presence of morphologically different crystal structures

and the more recent one showing that multiple peaks originate from melting and recrystallization during the

scanning ^^"^^.The latter, apparently, gives account for
many of the facts observed. Although the exact mechanism

of the recrystallization is not yet
clear in the case of
IPS, it has been assumed to be a
continous process in

which the melting of the primary crystalline

structure

enables the polymer chain to rearrange into more
perfect

crystals upon further heating. If this is the case,
such
a recrystallization process is not complete and
a

considerable

amount of crystallites giving account for

the presence of peaks

and II,

I

-are

destroyed

.

The

precedent statement is made in view of the results of
some of our experiments.
In fact, we subjected some iPS samples to identical

thermal treatments

(

annealing at l6o°C for 2k

Under these conditions the samples exhibit
peaks.

hours).

the three

Initially, several samples were run and the areas

under the peaks measured and normalized in accord with
the sample weight. A quite consistent value of 1.853cm^
was found for the whole area. A new sample

treated)

vias

(

g""'-

similarly

run up to a temperature (190^), at which

only the first peak appeared, and cooled down as quick as

possible at room temperature.

(It

took only 30 sec

to

reach equilibrium temperature, 330°K, in the DSC), then
the sample was rerun all the way up to above the melting
of the last peak.

Novj,

out to be 1.7^0 cm^

the area under the two peaks turned

g"-^.

Since the first peak represents
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about 10.3^ of the total

orystallinity, less than a half

of the crystalline fraction
represented by the first peak
has been incorporated into the
region of larger and/or

more perfect crystallites.

A second experiment is

more

illustrative; if the samples are heated up
to 202Oc, where
the two first peaks appear, followed by a
similar cooling
as in the first experiments and finally
rerun up to well
above of the melting of the last- peak, a value
of

IA96

cra^

g-1 is now found

for the single peak. This means that

19.3^ of the originally crystallized material is destroyed
upon melting of smaller or less perfect crystallites.
Furthermore, since the largest peak represents about
57.8^
of the total orystallinity in the original samples, it
is clear that recrystallization also takes place but

it

is not the only reason for the presence of multiple peaks.

The experiments just mentioned were performed at a heating

rate of ao^K/min, but at lower rates the same effect

was

observed although the recrystallized fraction increased.
In addition, a decrease in the specific

heat change at

Tg, also indicates a decrease in the degree of orystalli-

nity in the samples where either the first or the two
first peaks have been supressed in the way just described.
As a result of these experiments one comes

conclusion that multiple melting is partially

to

due

the
to
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melting and recrystallizat ion when the
sample

is

at low enough heating rates and
partially due

presence of different crystal sizes and/or

scanned

to

the

defects. At

reasonable heating rates some of these
crystallites are
destroyed completely and do not contribute any
more

to

the total crystallinity of the sample.

This is not surprising if one realizes that
kinetic

factors can prevent some crystallites from reorganizing
to more perfect higher melting crystals during scanning.
In addition, since melting of crystallites and

crystallization are two opposite processes from

re-

the

thermodynamic point of view, the location and the intensity of each peak must reflect the net heat effect

of the

changes taking place. This means that the fraction

of

material which is found to recrystallize might, actually,
be lower.

Further investigations should be directed to determine
the melting behavior of iPS at considerably lower heating

rates. The more likely to occur is that recrystallization
is complete at a

certain very low heating rate.

We have also studied the effect of the heating rate

on the melting temperature,

Tj^,

of iPS.

Table XVIII shows

the several heating rates used and the corresponding

values of T^. Here, the melting temperature is taken as

'j

i
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the temperature at which the last
trace of

crystalline

material dissappears which may be
experimentally determined
by finding the intersection of
the baseline with the
extrapolated post-maximum side of the last
melting peak.

TABLE XVIII

Melting points of iPS determined at the indicated
heating
rates.
Heatinp; Rate

Meltin/^ Point

(OC/min)
20

230

10

231

5

233

2.5

234.5

1.25

236

0.62

237

0.31

237

These measurements were performed on samples of iPS

annealed at 180°C for 2k hours.
As it can be seen an increase in T

with decreasing
°
m
heating rates has been found, which is again an indication
of recrystallization.
In spite of the previous results all the

melting

temperatures reported in this work
have been determined
at a heating rate of IQOK/min
and no attempt will
be made to correct

these values

by taking into

account the heating rate effect.
As discussed earlier some irregularities have

found in the melting

owing

been

behavior of pure iPS and its blends

to recrystallization and variation in the crystal

structure vjhich result in

raultiplfe

melting peaks,

well as the change in both location and relative
sity of these peaks when the crystallization
is changed.

as

inten-

temperature

These irregularities are particularly

noticeable when the samples are crystallized at temperatures equal to or lower than 180°C. However, at crystal-

lization temperatures higher than 200Oc

.

A

single

sharp melting peak, whose area and location are composi-

tion dependent, has been observed for all crystallizable
samples. The position of these peaks does not

displace

significantly with changes in heating rates and it is

completely

reproducible. Such melting temperatures

appear to be very close to the equilibrium melting point
in good agreement with values previously reported.
In our measurements the samples were annealed at 200^

for 2k

hours and scanned at lO^K/min.

The melting

temperatures were determined as described earlier
these values plotted against blend composition

in

and

figure

1^1-,

and

tabulated in table XIX.

Similar depressions in melting
temperature, with
increasing PPO content, are observed
in blends annealed
under different conditions.
"

TABLE XIX

Melting points of iPS-PPO blends with the
highest

crystalline content.
Weight %

Tm °C t l^C

100

231

90

227

75

222

50

217

.
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DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS
The system PS-PPO has proved to be what
might be defined
as a typical compatible blend in the
sense of the criteria

enunciated in chapter one. This compatibility

extends

over the entire range of compositions
regardless of the

microstructure of the polystyrene and /or its degree
of
crystallinity. In fact, aPS-PPO blends, and amorphous
and semicrystalline iPS-PPO blends, are characterized
by
single glass transition values which shift with
composition
in a monotonic fashion.

Although there appears to be no remarkable difference
in the Tg, values

of these blends, an increase in Tg of

crystalline blends containing 90

and 75

weight percent

IPS is persistently observed. This is not surprising

since the amorphous region becomes richer in PPO owing

to the loss of iPS by crystallization.

Degrees of crystallinity of pure iPS and iPS-rich

blends have

been observed to depend upon crystallization

conditions. For iPS-rich blends, the dependence is much
the same as in pure polymers. Thus, the melting points
of the blends increase

with crystallization temperature,

Tq, up to the equilibrium melting temperature. There is

also a intermediate temperature between

Tj^j

and Tg at which

maximum crystallinity is reached. Heats of fusion, which
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are a measure of the degree of
crystallinity, are dependent
on T^j, decreasing in magnitude as
either
or Tg is
approached. In addition, the multiple
peaks observed in
melting pure iPS also appear when iPS-rich
blends
are

melted. The first small peak is undetectable
in the blends.
In figure 1^1, the area-to-weight ratios
of
the

melting peaks of iPS are plotted as a function

of

composition. The plot shows a monotonic decrease

as the

weight fraction of PPO is increased. Blends containing
about k5 weight

percent or less iPS

have no melting

peak at all, which means that PPO does not crystallize
by thermal treatment. The dashed line in figure 1^

connects the observed area for pure iPS and zero
PPO.

for

If it were not for amorphous PPO interferes with

IPS crystallization one might expect constant area-toiPS weight ratios. Such a case should occur if the

polymer molecules do not interact at all

even in cases where moderate

.

Moreover,

interaction could exist, it

would be reasonable to regard clusters or domains of
iPS decreasing in size with increasing PPO content, but

still containing enough material for crystallization to
take place. Such a behavior might be represented by the

dashed line. However, neither one is the case.

Our

experimental results show that strong polymer-polymer
interactions occur upon mixing iPS and PPO.

The decrease in the levels of
crystallinity with
increasing PPO content can be explained
by referring to
figure 1/+. At low concentrations
of PPO, there must be
regions predominantly rich in iPS,
even in the presence
of strong molecular interactions.
This is in agreement
with the fit between the curve and
the dashed line at

compositions as high as 15% by weight of iPS.
At higher PPO concentrations the size

of the

iPS domains decreases considerably
until a point

reached where the amount of

crystallizable material

small enough so that no appreciable melting
peak
observed, or perhaps
all. Quite

,

no

is
is

is

crystallinity is developed at

notably, this point happens to be very near

50% weight composition, which

is a

further indication of

the submolecular level of mixing, i.e. since there is
no

mass excess of one polymer over the other, there cannot
be domains richer in one component, if a good degree of

compatibility is to be expected. The same finding

is

reported by others for the case of a compatible blend
Thus, the gystem iPS-PPO becomes one of the few

systems reported as compatible mixtures of one crystalline

polymer with any other one. Compatible blends of

crystalline and amorphous polymers have been regarded

unlikely except in the remotely possible case of mixed
crystal formation by

L.

Bhon^^.

The presence of a single Tg at approximately
the same
location in both amorphous and semicrystalline
blends

indicates that significant changes in the average
mass
content of the microphases do not occur upon crystallization.
The two-phase behavior of the mixture has also been

studied. Changes in specific heat

ocurring at Tg

examined as a function of composition and degree

vjere

of

crystallinity. Our results lead to the conclusion that
pure iP3 closely obeys the two-phase model but the blends

depart from the model proportionately as the content of
PPO increases

in the amorphous phase. Individually, PPO

has shovm considerable departure from the ideal two-

phase behavior

.

In crystallized iPS-rich blends, the crystalline

phase consists of iPS crystallites with presumably some

amorphous material occupying the deffective areas in the

crystal grating, whereas the amorphous phase may

visualized

be

as a entangled mass of randomly intertwined

molecules of the two polymer. This level of homogeneity
in the amorphous phase can be assumed on the basis of the

Tg values. For example, a blend containing 90 weight
percent iPS and having about a 30 percent crystallinity

exhibited a Tg of 110°C. For

such a blend, the composition

6^

of the amorphous phase becomes
approximately 86^ by weight
of amorphous iPS. The glass transition
as found independently for a wholly amorphous blend of
this composition is also

around 110°C.

-

Moreover, as the degree of crystallinity

calculated

by specific heat increases, are compared
to those calculated from enthalpies of fusion, one encounters
that the former
values are 15 to 20% higher than the latter ones.
Our cal-

culations of the percent crystallinity from heat of
fusion
data involved the assumption that the heat of fusion
of a

hundred percent crystalline iPS is of 20 cal/g. However,
this value, cannot be obtained by direct calorimetric

determination, but they are determined in conduction with

data of melting point depressions caused by diluents.
Therefore, some corrections are necessary to adequate this

value to a real polymer system. For real polymers factors

contributing to the reduce melting temperature arise from
the finite size of the crystallites, their degree

internal perfection and the interfacial

of

and connecting

regions. Actually, a real value lower than 20 cal/g. might
be expected and this in turn, would increase

the percent

crystallinity determined by using heats of fusion.

discussion does not mean that the values determined

This

by

changes in specific heats can be assumed more reliable;

•

but instead the discrepancies are

reduced not only because

of departure from the two-phase
behavior of the iPS-rich

blends but also because of possible
underestimated
of the degree of crystallinity using

values

Q data.

The depression in the melting point of the
blends can
also be adduced as a proof of the considerable
intimacy of
the mixture. It might be contended that a
high molecular

weight diluent cannot produce a depression this
large on
the basis of the thermodynamic theory developed
by Flory

for solutions of polymers in low molecular weight
diluents,
However, this theory is not completely suitable to be

applied to polymer -polj^mer mixtures, nor can the size of
the entire molecule be considered to evaluate the molar

volume of the diluent, at least not at high levels

of

miscibility of the polymers.
A more complete discussion on this topic is presented

in a further report, but it is agreed here that both

effective size of the diluent and more defective crystallinity with increasing diluent concentration are responsible for the depression in melting point.

These two facts are perfectly interrelated. Thus, if
the average effective size of the diluent reaches sub-

molecular levels the development of crystalline regions
meets physical barriers limiting both the growth
and the size of the crystalline domains.
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SOLVENT INDUCED CRYSTALLIZATION OF IPS-PPO
AND APS
BLENDS

ABSTRACT
A study has been made on the solvent-induced
crystal-

lization behavior of poly(2, 6-dimethyl-l,
^-phenylene
oxide) (PPO) and isotactic

polystyrene (i PS) and their

blends. Amorphous films of these materials have been

exposed to methyl ethyl ketone (MEK) and/or acetone

vapor at several controlled temperatures. Some aspects of
the sorption behavior of the blends and the homopolymers

have been investigated. V/eight uptake as a function of
time and equilibrium concentration of solvent

in

the

polymer have been determined. The role of the solvent
in the crystallization process is discussed.

Only iPS and iPS-rich blends crystallize

at low

temperatures. The degree of crystallinity increases with
increase of temperature. The difficulty

removing entrapped solvent from the films

of

completely
without

altering the thermal history of the material has been
verified. Some residual solvent has affected the relative

position of Tg's and Tm's, but a single
dependet Tg has been found by DSC.

composition

3y using combined
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solvent plus thermal treatments the crystallization
of PPO
has been possible either pure or in its blends.
iPS

crystallizes under the same treatment. In addition by using
atactic polystyreno-PPO blends, the crystallization of
PPO,
only, has been attained. The crystallization behavior

of

pure PPO has been investigated. Solvents with solubility

parameters close to those of the polymers, and low molar
volumes have been used. Upon removal of the solvent

by

heating the wet films above 90°C, c.r»ystallinity develops
and a maximum degree of crystallinity is reached somewhere

between 100 and 120°C. Kinetic rather than thermodynamic
effects appear to control the crystallization

at this

stage of the process.

Cocrystallization of the two blend components has

been carried out at 1^0 and 170°G. PPO crystallizes in
its blends with either iPS or aPS as long as the compo-

sition by weight of PPO is 20^ or higher. Analogously iPS

crystallizes in blends

containing less than 50 v;eight

percent PPO. Cocrystallization occurs between these two

compositions. A discussion on the possible existence of

independent crystalline phases is presented.
VThether one or both polymers crystallize, the blends

exhibit a single composition dependent Tg at locations

displaced a few degrees with respect to those

for

the
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amorphous blends of the same composition.
Degrees of crystallinity have been determined
from
DSC thermograms in two ways: one, by using
enthalpies

of

fusion calculated from the areas under the melting
peaks
and two, by evaluating specific heat increases
occurring
at Tg on the assumption of the two-phase
model. Considerable

departure from this model is found as the content

of

crystalline PPO increases.

Meltirg point depressions and enthalpies of fusion

appear to be composition dependent.
A exhaustive discussion on the feasibility of con-

structing a polymer a phase diagram is offered.

CHAPTER THREE
SOLVENT INDUCED CRYSTALLIZATION OF IPS-PPO AND
APS*-PPO
BLENDS

Theory

;

The phenomenon by which crystallization is induced

by the action of a liquid or its vapor has been known
for

several years^^~^^.
However, unlike other methods, solvent induced crys-

tallization (SIC) has been least investigated. Relatively
very few data are available in the literature on the exact

mechanism and the kinetics of this type of crystallization.
Besides, the effects of the solvents on the final morpho-

logy and structure of the resultant crystallites are not

well understood. Presumably the solvent induces some sort
of relaxation which enables suitable juxtaposition

of

polymer chain units for crystallization to occur. Thus, the

action of the solvent seems to be analogous to that of a
plasticizer in the sense of giving the polymer internal
lubricity as to facilitate movement of the macromolecules
over each other. This behavior is governed by

inherent

both, the

ability of the polymer chains to untangle and

slip past one another in the absence of a

* Atactic Polystyrene.

solvent

and by the polymer- solvent interacctions.
Depending on
these two features the internal lubricity can
be accompanied
by an increase in the free volume of the
system. As
a

result of the increase in both mobility and free
volume
the glass transition temperature is lowered
considerably.
Indeed, crystallization has been observed to develop

in

soaked amorphous polymers at temperatures well below
those
at which appreciable air or normal crystallization takes

place.

It occurs because Tg is reduced

drastically but the

melting point reduces only moderately, in that way increasin
the undercooling as much as twice and sometimes more than

that in the dry polymer.
It appears that the only role of the diluent is

widen the Tg - to-

T^^

to

interval. Since nucleation starts

just a few degrees above Tg the process might become

diffusion controlled.
In general, the rate of crystallization for a given

polymer-solvent system at a fixed temperature will

be

dependent upon a number of variables. However, it is
clear to what extent established
affect further

crystallization

not

will

diffusion, nor at higher temperatures

with suitable diffusing

liquid what would

be

the

influence of temperature alone. Thus, owing to the lack
of adequate theory there is no basis to choose the proper

parameters and conditions under which

the process

is
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carried out most efficiently. However, it
seems reasonable
to select a suitable polymer-solvent system
on the
basis

of the closeness of their solubility parameters,

which

assures strong polymer-solvent interactions. This

is by

no means a sufficient condition to attain an
effective

crystallization. Other factors

residence time in the solvent

such as temperature,
(

or its vapor

)

etc.

should

be chosen somewhat arbitrarily. Since some information
is available on the dependence of the rate of solvent

induced crj-stallization upon the thickness of the sample,
care must be taken to maintain thicknesses of the films
as uniform as possible if comparisons are to be made.

An

exhaustive study of the kinetics of the SIC

process is outside the scope of this work. Our purpose
is primarily to determine at what level and under what

conditions, crystallization is induced in well known

compatible blends.
However, we have investigated indirectly some kinetic

features of the process. In particular, thermodynamic

aspects related to Tg depression has been observed as a

function of solvent content of the blends. An

equilibrium

solvent concentration has also been determined for

the

individual blend components and the changes in solvent

content have been followed after a diversity of solvent
and combined solvent and thermal treatments.
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On the other hand, the mere solvent
treatment is

insufficient to develop crystallinity in PPO.
The reason
is because PPO has a relatively high
Tg (2180C) and
although the solvent can lower it considerably,
crystallization is not initiated, at least in an appreciable
amount, at temperatures below the boiling point
of the

solvent. Accordingly, we have used a combination of

solvent and thermal treatment in order to induce a
good
level of crystallinity in pure PPO as well as in PPO-

rich blends. Of course, iPS crystallizes simultaneously
in iPS/PPO blends under this combined solvent plus

thermal treatment.

«

EXPERIMENTAL
Materials.
In addition to the polymer
previously mentioned in

chapter two, the following materials has
been used:
Atactic Polystyrene, aPS, which was an
additive-free
resin manufactured by the Monsanto Co. The
molecular
weight, as evaluated from intrinsic viscosity
measurements in toluene at 25°C, was I.9 x lo3.
Acetore

(

Fisher Scientific Co, reagent grade

certified ACS) and methyl Ethyl ketone

(

Eastman

Co.,

reagent grade )were used as diluents for inducing crystal
lization. The choice of this couple of solvents will

be

justified later.

Sample Preparation .
Both iPS-PPO and aPS - PPO blends were prepared in
the manner described in chapter two

.

Only toluene was

used as a solvent for the case of aPS-PPO mixtures.

During compression molding of the mixtures

all

effort was made in order to obtain the best thickness

uniformity. Only films

0.^^ t 0.02 mm. thick were used

in our SIC experiments.

In all cases transparent

were obtained and
area. These
of reading

films

cut into pieces of I.5 cm in surface

pieces were weighed on a balance capable
to 0.001 mg.

Solvent treatment was then applied to the films as

:
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follows
Mixtures of IPS and PPO of the weight
compositions tabulated in table 1 were introduced into
test-tubes containing methyl ethyl ketone. The films were
hung
from the

lid of the tubes and left in the vapor phase
approximately 1 cm. away from the liquid surface.
The test tubes in
turn, were immersed in a thermostatically
controlled bath
at temperatures of 25, 50 and 75^C for
J^B
3,

and

72 hours.

6,

Subsequently the films were

surface dried, and transferred

they remained for

1

to

12,

24,

removed,

an dessicator

were

hour before being reweighed. A constant

solvent content in each sample after continued treatment

for several hours, was then taken as the equilibrium

concentration of the solvent in the blends.
In order to remove the solvent without modifying the

degree of crystallinity by additional thermal treatment,
it was neccesary to place the films in a vacuum oven at

ambient temperature for as long as 100 hours. The latter
treatment was applied to films crystallized at 25°C. If
the films were crystallized at 50 or 75^0 they were

allowed to dry in vacuum for 48 hours at 25°C plus 24
hours at 50°C. However, after this drying process

the

samples were not fully dried and they had to be run in
the DSC with a small fraction of remnant

solvent.

i

DSC Measurements .
A Perkin-Elmer Differential Scanning Calorimeter
(DSC-2) was used

to determine the glas

the melting point and the degree

transition,

of crystallinity of

the blend samples. The sampling and procedure

described earlier. The instrument

was

were

calibrated

periodically with high purity Indium and Tin whose

melting points
Thermograms
rate

covered the range 155 to 231.5°C

were

obtained at

and a sesitivity

point, glass transition

a

20°C.min heating

of 5 racal/sec. The

temperatures

previously described. Thermograms are

(14.^5 ca/g.

melting

and heats

fusion were determined by the graphical

to heat of fusion

.

of

methods
^^^as

converted

by standardization against

Tin

).

Degrees of crystallinity were derived from

heats of fusion

and values of

crystalline i)olystyrene of 83.7 joule

the

for completely
g."''"

completely crystalline PPO of 41.8 joule

and

g.""^

RESULTS
Solvent Induced Crystallization .
Since crystallinity is accompanied

whitening or

by simultaneous

opacity of the previously clear films,

a

visual observation of the developing of
crystallinity
can be easily done. The whitening of the
films is seen
to start at the end closer to the liquid surface
and it
moves upward to the other end. It is suggestive
of

the

presence of a diffusion front. In the case of our
films complete

whitening is reached after about

iPS

hours

3

of MEK vapor exposure at 25OC. This fact is in agreement

with the attainment of approximately a maximum weight
uptake.

In our case, although the time for attaining

complete

opacity was dependent of the film size, such

an attainment was simultaneous with the onset

of

desorption of the solvent as determined by weight loss.
Since the data of solvent sorption versus time

turn out to be dependent of the film size; films

of

identical size were used in order to obtain relevant
information. This experiments was restricted to the case
of pure homopolymers.

Films

of iPS and PPO

were employed.

(

0.04^ cm x

1

The partial pressure, p^,

cm x 2 cm
of

)

the

solvents in the container were estimated by assuming the

system

at an

ambient pressure of

1

atmosphere. Values

of p, calculated in this way at the
various temperatures

are given in table XX

TABLE XX
Partial pressures, p, calculated for MEK and
acetone at
25, 50 and 75°C and ambient pressure of 1 atra.

Temperature

p.,^^
^MEK

r,

25

0.127

0.263

50

0.367

0.715

75

0.91^

Pacet

For both iPS and PPO percentage of weight gain,

due to

W,

MEK and acetone sorption at 25°C, for several

times are listed in the table XXI. The data of W

are

also plotted as a function of time in figure 15.

TABLE XXI
Weight fraction of solvent in dry polymer (W) resulting

from sorption of solvent by polymer at 25^0

for

the

indicated times.
PPO

iPS

Time (Hours)
1

W^c

0.145

W^c

0.128

0.064

Wj^^j^

0.049

)

TABLE XXI (Cont.
IPS

Time (Hours)

ppo

W

:

ac

w

3

0.256

MEK
0.327

6

0.281

0.362

0.207

0.200

9

0.268

0.330

0.221

0.219

12

0.252

O.3O8

0.230

0.237

18

0.244

0.292

0.242

0.255

2k

0,244

0.277

0 . 248

0.263

48

0.241

0.272

0.262

0.287

72

0.242

0.275

0.266

0.290

0.163

MEK
0.146

The results just tabulated are of great importance

understanding the mechanism of SIC
Moreover

,

process.

the equilibrium concentration of solvent

in the polymer given in terms of the weight

solvent to

for

of the

the weight of dry polymer was encountered

to depend on the blend composition and the temperature

or more correctly

on the partial

pressure at

which

sorption and crystallization are held. This ratio also
is independent of the

size of

the sample and within

the experimental error the equilibrium concentration

have been found to

vary monotonically

values determined for

between those

the pure components.

.
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Glass

t ransition

temperaturf^s

The measurements of the glass
transition temperature
have been unavoidably affected by
residual solvent

entrapped in the

amorphous region or in

imperfections of the blends.

the crystalline

The difficulty of completely

removing entrapped solvent from the films,

without

altering either the crystalline content or
the morphology,
is illustrated by the following facts:
i) The samples

crystallized at 25^0

MEK were dried in vacuum

under the action of

at the same temperature for

times ranging from 72 to 100 hours. The content

remnant

of

solvent did not change significantly between

72 and 100 hours. The weight fraction of solvent in the

blends dried for 100 hours are

column

1,

shown in table XXI,

as a function of composition.

ii) The samples crystallized at either 50 or 75^0

MEK vapor, were

dried in vacuum

in

at 25°C for ^8

followed by additional 2^ hours at 50°C.

After

hours
this

drying treatment the v;eight fraction of residual
solvent were found as reported in table XXI column

2.

9^

TABLE XXII
Weight fraction of residual MEK in iPS-PPO blends

determined after drying treatment

thus

1)

At 25°C for 100 hours.

2)

At 25^C for ^8 hours plus 2^ hours at SO^C.
(1)

(2)

Composition

w-,^

Pure iPS

1.88

1.36

90/10

1.9^

1.28

75/25

1.90

50/50

2.25

1.55

25/75

2.^2

1.83

10.90

2.37

2.02

Pure PPG

2.56

2.17

Wt^

According with the precedent analysis the Tg of the blends
appeared reduced by a few degrees with respect
values determined for dry blends.

to those

In table XXIII Tg

values are listed for the several blend compositions.
Those values are represented in figure I6 in v;hich
curve for dry blends

corresponds

to

the

the dotted line.
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TABLE XXIII
Glass transition temperatures of iPS/PPO blends
containing
a weight fraction W of residual solvent (MEK)

Composition

TG °C

W (Wt^)

iPS

88

1.88

90

95

1.9^

75

107

1.90

50

133

2.25

25

160

2,kZ

10

183

2.37

PPO

198

2.56

Our experiments revealed that it is neccesary

the blends at temperatures as high as 1^0°C

to heat up
in order to

attain an almost complete removal of the residual solvent.
However at that temperature the crystallinity of the blends
is surely affected.

Degree of solvent-Induced crystallinity .
The difficulty of completely removing the entrapped

solvent from the blend films makes it inaccurate to

evaluate

degree of crystallinity from changes in specific

heats at the glass transition.
In fact, for solvent-treated blends, we have

found

considerably larger specific heat increases as compared
to those thermal-treated blends. These specific

heat
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increases appear larger as the PPO content
increases and
unlike the merely annealed blends, rich PPO
mixtures

greatly depart from

the two phase behavior.

ACp's for pure PPO become

Indeed,

as large as twice with respect

to value encountered for dry samples.
In view of the above, degrees of crystallinity

induced by MEK in iPS-PPO blends will be determined

by

the heat-of-fusion technique only. This method was amply

described in chapter two. Percentages of crystallinity
are estimated by taking an value of 83.72 joules g7^ as
the enthalpy of fusion of completely crystalline iPS.

Figures I7 to 20 show curves of degree crystallinity
as

a function of temperature

iPS and

at a given time for pure

9O/IO and 75/25 iPS/PPO blends. For 5O/50 blends,

well defined peaks were only observed at

temperatures

crystallization

in the solvent of 75°C and for times longer

than 2k hours. This would be represented as a single
point in figures I9 and 20.
Results are si^ramarized in tables XXIV to XXVI.

3

))
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TABLE XXIV
Heats of fusion,

t^H^ in joules g.-l and percentage

crystallinities, x^, for pure iPS resulting from
solvent
treatment at the temperatures and time shown
Temperatures, oc

(hours

Hf

^f

Hf

^f

Xf

12

11.79

1^.1

17.57

20.0

22.^1

26.8

2k

13.^0

16.0

17.30

20.6

22.85

27.3

^8

1^.81

17.7

19.66

23.5

23.53

28.1

72

16.5^

19.8

22.^8

26.9

29.86

35.6

TABLE XXV
Heats of fusion,

^H^. in joules g."-^ and

percentage crystal-

linities, x^, for 90/10 iPS-PPO blends, resulting from

solvent treatment at the temperatures and time shown
Temperatures, °C

Time
(hours

25
Hf

50

^f

%

Zi

^f

«f

12

9.56

11.4

14.17

16.9

16.59

18.

2k

11.62

13.9

16.31

19.5

18.11

21.6

kQ

12.39

14.8

17.33

20.7

18.94

22.6

72

15.86

18.9

19.87

23.7

20.75

24.8
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TABLE XXVI
Heats of fusion,

AH^ in joules g.-l and percentage

crystallinities, xf, for 75/25 iPS-PPO blends, resulting

from .solvent treatment at the temperatures and time shown
Temperatures, oc

Time
(hours

25

$0

Hf

Hf

Xf

Hf

12

5.97

7.1

10.65

12.7

12.25

li^.6

2k

8.13

9.7

11.66

13.9

13.^5

15.6

11.3^

13.6

15.^5

18.5

17.9^

21.^

1^.08

16.8

15.93

19.0

18.10

21.6

72
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CRYSTALLIZATION

OP P0LY(2, 6 - DIMETHYL - 1,

OXIDE AND ITS BLENDS WITH

PHENILENE

POLYSTYRENE BY COMBINED

SOLVENT AND THERMAL TREATMENT.
As far as we are aware, there are few published data

crystallization of PPO either in bulk or from
solution. Price et al^^

PPO from

j^^^^

on

dilute

prepared single crystals of

-pinene solutions, and calculated the dimensions

of the unit cell. These dimensions as well as the cell

structure have been the subject of controversy, and
has been proposed

it

the existence of different crystalline

structures, depending on the solvent used to obtain the

single crystals.
Recently, spherulites of PPO have been found to

formed by exposing a film to

be

pinene or tetralin vapor3^.

After drying, however, these spherulites, lose

their

birefrigence, and the crystalline structure of the polymer

also collapses. The role of the solvent in the crystal-

lization of PPO has been more widely studied by Horikiri
et al^-^. These authors found that the morphology

and

the rate of crystallization are greatly dependent

of

the nature of the solvent. They observed that fibrillar

spherulites are fastly developed at
a PPO film to

35*^C

by exposing

pinene vapor. At temperature above 40°C,

however, the spherulites become banded rather

than

fibrillar. The number of spherulites formed increases

between ^0 and 70^0 and then decreases until
finally
above 110<^C no spherulite can be observed.
Quite significantly the same authors found
closely
spaced banded spherulites formed at 36°C by
tetralin

vapor exposure. By using this solvent, spherulites
cannot be formed above 500C.
This facts indicate that the crystallization
behavio
of the PPO, and

likely of the other polymers, depend,

greatly, on the nature of the solvent.
In this work we have chosen solvents with solubility

parameters close to those calculated"^ for both PPO and
PS.

(9.3 cal2 cc"^)^^.

Indeed, MEK and acetone

are

reported to have solubility parameters of 9.3 and 9.7
respectively^-'-.

This

closeness in solubility parameters

guarantee strong molecular interactions in the polymersolvent system. In addition, those two
a low molar volume.

If the same

solvents have

factors affecting the

melting point depression of the polymer are assumed to
affect depression in Tg, then, the use

of low molar

volume becomes desirable. Molar volumes of MEK

acetone

are quite smaller than those of

and tetralin. Under

and

pinene

these circumstances, the crystal-

lization was carried out in two steps. First, films of
iPS-PPO blends and their pure components

v;ere

exposed

for 2^ hours to the action of MEK vapor at a temperature

of 75°C (vapor pressure of MEK, 695 Torrs). Second,

on

removal of the films from the solvent, they were

transferred to a vacuum oven where they were left
room temperature for

3

at

hours. Subsequently the temperature

was raised up to l^O^C and the films were allowed

to

remain for 2k hours at that conditions. The latter
procedure was repeated at 170°C.
On the other hand, in order to make PPO crystallize

without crystallizing its partner in the blends, atactic
instead of isotactic polystyrene

v/as

blended with PPO.

This changes seems reasonable on account of the compa-

tibility of the blend

is unaltered

by the microstruc-

ture of the polystyrene. Films of aPS-PPO blends, similar
in appearance and composition to those used in

the

precedent treatments, were placed in the vapor phase

acetone at 50^0 for 2k hours. Acetone instead of
was employed in this case

of

MEK

because atactic polystyrene

is readily dissolved in the MEK vapor phase.

Excepting these differences

in the solvent

treatment of aPS-PPO blends, the rest of the procedure
was identical to that followed with iPS-PPO blends just

above described.
Since the process of exposing the polymer
the

films to

action of a vapor to induce crystallinity has been

discussed earlier, we will turn on the second step of

the combined solvent plus thermal treatment .On
transferring
the films to the vacuum oven and letting them remain
for
3 hours at

room temperature

in the blends and

the weight fraction of solvent

homopolymers is about 12 to 1^%.

For the case of pure PPO we have followed the entire

path from that point through the heating at 90 and
until the

l^QOC

removal of the crystallized- sample film.

This experiments was intended to understand at least

partially the development of the crystallization in PPO.
Weight fractions of acetone content as low as 0.105

were necessary in order to obtain smooth enough DSC

thermograms as to locate the glass

transition temperature

and the melting point if any. The glass transition

temperature was observed to increase as the weight

fraction of acetone was reduced, as illustrated

in

figure 21. A noteworthy aspect is that an appreciable

melting peak was observed only after the films was
heated up for at least

1

hour at 90^0. This means that

at this temperature the rate of crystal growth

becomes

high enough as to induce significant crystallinity.
Acetone desorption in vacuum at
was

90 and

1^0*-*C

studied by determining the v;eight fractions

regularly spaced time intervals. These results

at

are

shown in figure 22.
As it can be observed from figure

22 the acetone
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content in the samples annealed at IkO^C
becomes lower
than 0.005, which assures essentially no
effect of the
solvent on either the glass transition or the
melting

behavior of the blends and the constituent
homopolymers.
This is the reason for using temperatures in the
range

1^0 to 170°C for the complementary thermal treatment of

the samples.
The sample films just removed from the solvent

exposure, have a solvent content so high that it would

make the scanning of the samples in the DSC troublesome
and no well defined peaks could be observed. Further

heating of the samples, causes solvent

desorption and

simultaneously crystallization of the material. Presujnably, nucleation may have begun during the solvent treatraent

and perhaps some

crystallinity might also be present.

However, such a crystallinity turns out to be undetectable

due to overlapping with solvent-desorption peaks.
High crystallinity in PPG, can be developed

by

heating the wet films at temperatures around 90^C

and

higher, whereas significant removal of the solvent takes
place.
In figure 23, the degree of crystallinity of PPO

films, in terras of the heat of fusion per gram, are

plotted against the temperature of annealing.

•
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These experiments were performed in air a temperatures
in
the range 90-170Oc and the average values of the
resulting
heats of fusion are listed in table XXVII.

TABLE XXVII
Heats of fusion in joules g.~^ of PPO, resulting from

acetone exposure at 50°C for 2k hours followed

by thermal

annealing at the temperatures indicated for additional
24 hours.
Temperature

^

Heat of Fusion,

90

19.562

100

20.^12

110

21.167

125

19.164

140

18.266

155

17.385

170

16.577

.joules g."^

From figure 23, the observation can be made that as the
the temperature is raised the degree of crystallinity

increases slightly, passes through a maximum and then

decreases

.

This curve shows a resemblance to those

growth-rate type characteristic of semicrystalline
polymers. Although kinetic rather than thermodynamic

seem to be the controlling factors.
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In fact, the effective tiroes during which crystal-

lization takes place are dependent on the temperature. As
the polymer loses solvent the degree of undercooling reduces;

since this loss is faster at higher temperatures, the

effective time of crystallization becomes shorter when the

temperature is increased. As a matter of fact, we have
found that after 6 hours annealing at

14-O^C,

the degree of

crystallinity of PPO films have no appreciable change with
further annealing. However, longer times are required for

removing the remnant solvent.
A more rigorous discussion

of this type of crystal-

lization is left to be included in the section of
conclusions.
^

In the next section we will present the results of

the experiments carried out on samples of blends of PPO

with either iPS or aPS. Films of these blends were crystallized in two steps, thus:
a) Solvent

exposure (MEK for iPS-PPO blends and acetone

for aPS-PPO blends) at 50°C for 2^ hours

.

b) Annealing in vacuum at 140 and 170°C for 2k hours.

Glass Transition Temperatures .

The inflection point in the DSC thermograms indicating
the glass transition temperatures, appears not to be
amorphous
affected by the tacticity of the polystyrene. Doth
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iPS-PPO and aPS-PPO blends have essentially
the same Tg
values.
However, when either or both components

become

crystallized some changes take place. Thus, at
moderate
and high crystallinites, PPO displays no
observable
change in Cp at Tg. As a result a Tg values is
difficult
to assign for crystalline PPO. In addition,

at

lower

crystallinites the transition becomes detectable

and

located 6 to 8^0 above that corresponding to the amorphous
sample. These facts suggest that crystallinity

reduces

considerably the free

as

volume

of the

polymer

to

increase the Tg beyond the onset of melting, giving rise

presumably, to an overlapping between the Tg

and

the

melting peak. Another possible explanation of the absence
of a discontinuity in Cp for

the partially

crystalline

PPO is based on the crystalline structure of the polymer.
This may

consist of numerous tiny spherulites

inter-

dispersed in the amorphous region as to make the size
of the amorphous microphase unable to reflect

the

thermal effects occurring at Tg.
On the other hand, blends containing 90 and 75 weigh

percent PPO exhibit a Tg slightly lower than those

amorphous blends. This might be explained because

of

the

increase due to crystallinity cannot overcome a decrease

#
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brought about by the increase of relative
proportion of the
more mobile PS molecules. At lower PPO
concentrations,
as

iPS starts to crystallize, these two effects
become

balanced and are not

reflected in changes

in the

Tg

location.
In all cases, the

blends exhibited a single composition

dependent glass transition temperature whose values are

given in table XXVIII. These values have been taken as
the temperature corresponding to the midpoint

of

the

transition and are given with a margin of i 2°C in order
to include all the possible values. A plot of Tg versus

composition is also shown in figure 2^.
TABLE XXVIII
Glass transition temperatures of PS-PPO blends crystal-

lized by combined solvent and thermal treatment

Composition
Weight fraction of iPS

Tg
~

°C

1.00

103

0.90

111

0.75

121

0.50

1^0

0.25

176

0.10

191

0.00

225

.
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Enthalpies of fusion and degcree of crystallinltv.
Our experiments, using combined solvent and
thermal

treatments, have revealed that PPO crystallizes in
its

blends

with either iPS or aPS as long as the composition

by weight of PPO is 20% or larger. Analogously iPS
crystallizes in blends with PPO if the weight percentage of
the

former polymer is greater or equal to 50%.
Consequently, in our series of blend compositions
one can see a single melting peak corresponding to

melting of PPO, in 25/75, 10/90 iPS/PPO
PPO.

In 50/50

the

blends and pure

and 75/25 iPS/PPO blends two partially

resolved peaks are observed which correspond
component. Finally, for pure iPS

to each

and 90/10 iPS/PPO
,

blend the multiple peak characteristic of iPS appear.
On the other hand, the results obtained from crystal-

lization and melting of aPS-PPO blends support the precedent observations. In fact melting peaks of nearly
the same intensity and

location are observed in pure

PPO and aPS-PPO blends.
V/here comparable,

peaks

the areas under

the melting

per unit v;eight appear 2-3% larger for aPS-PPO

blends than those for the corresponding iPS-PPO blends.

aPS-PPO blends yield single melting peaks at weight
fractions of PPO as low as 0.25. No melting is detected
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in blends containing less than 20 weight
percent PPG.
Since crystallization of iPS alone is not possible,
at

least by following

a similar solvent and thermal

treatment, one can obtain indirectly the enthalpies
of

fusion of the iPS, in the blends where cocrystallization
takes place, by subtracting the energy per unit

weight

corresponding to the fusion of PPG crystallites.
The validity of this procedure lies on the assumption
of independent crystalline

of tacticity

phases and negligible effects

and molecular weight

aPS and iPS. The small

differences between

differences in the area-to-weight

ratios of crystalline PPG in the mixtures, assure

a

reasonable degree of accuracy in this calculation,

^

The data of enthalpies of fusion in joules

iPS-PPO and aPS-PPO

g.""^

for

blends of various compositions are

listed in table XXVIII

and XXIX for the two temperatures,

1^0 and lyO^C, respectively.

these values of enthalpies of fusion are also plotted

against weight fraction of PS in figures 25 and 26.

The

dashed line corresponds to the calculated differences in
enthalpy of fusion in the way above
differences are

mentioned. These

assigned to the heat of melting

of

iPS in the blends.
By

observing the curves in figures 25 and 26, one

•
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might think of the assumption of independent
crystalline
phases as being correct. In fact in the regions
where
only one of the two components crystallizes there
seems

to be superposition of the curves. There is also

a

smooth continuity between the dashed line and the full
line, which is suggestive that the calculated values

follow a reasonable course. The

region where crystal-

lization occurs is that enclosed within the full and

dashed lines and it can be clearly delimited. In addition
the heats of fusion calculated for iPS appear not to be

very different from those obtained in crystallizing
IPS by a thermal treatment even for

times as long as

^8 hours.

The degree of crystalinity of the iPS-PPO blends

and their constituents homopolymers is determined from
the data

of enthalpies of fusion,

hOf, just tabulated.

The fractional crystallinity, x

,

of the polymers

and their mixtures can be defined by the quantity

Aq^/Ah^, where

Z^Q^ has

integration and A

been

calculated by graphical

is the enthalpy of fusion of

the

(hypothetical) completely crystalline polymers. These

values has been

taken from references 39 and ^0

being: 83.72 and ^1.86 Joules

respectively.

g.""'-

for IPS and PPO

as

On the other hand, the fractional crystallinity

may-

be defined in terms of specific heat changes ocurring at
Tg, by the expression

X = 1 - /^Cp/

where

ACp and

/!,CpA

A Cp^ are the specific heat increases

at Tg, for crystalline and completely amorphous polymer

respectively. These value have been calculated in the

manner described in chapter two.
The values of

A

for the system

aPS-PPO show

an excellent agreement with those found for the system
iPS-PPO (table XXXI).
However, when PPO crystallizes in the blends or

unmixed it becomes
phase behavior

increasingly departed from the two-

and

rich blends result,

accordingly, very small or vanish.
Values of

are listed in table XXXII for both

AC
JT

iPS-PPO and aPS-PPO blends subjected to annealing at
1^0 and 170°C.

By using the experimental values for

tabulated previously, curves of

AC^

and

A Cp versus composition

may be drawn in order to observe the

deviation

of

systems from the two-phase behavior. This is shown
figures 31 to 3^. In these

A'

the

in

curves are also represented
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ACp

values calculated by using the
experimental fractional crystallinites estimated from
data. The dashed
line representing the variation of these
A C values with
blend composition parallels that corresponding
to
the

changes in

A Cp

for the completely amorphous samples. What

this means is that if the two-phase model
were obeyed

along the entire range of compositions, the
experimental

ACp

values would lie in the vicinity of this line. This

is approximately true for PS-rich mixtures and
pure PS,

which is in agreement with the reported two-phase behavior of the semicrystalline polystyrene 39.

The melting points of PPO in its blends appear largely depressed as the composition

of PPO decreases.

The

depression is slightly larger when blended with atactic
PS at the same compositions,

probably because of the lower

molecular weight of the atactic PS. IPS, in turn, shows
Tj^

depressions also, whether PPO crystallizes or not,

although such depressions are smaller than

those shown

by PPO. Melting points of each component in the blends
are plotted in fig. 35 as a function of composition.

These melting point values have been determined from DSC

thermograms as the temperatures

at which the last trace

of crystalline material dissapears, and are measured by

intersecting the baseline with the extrapolated

maximum side of the melting peak
listed in table XXXV.

.

post-

These values are
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Three basic differences between low and high
molecular
weight prevent us from depicting the behavior
of a

polymer system by the usual phase diagram.
High molecular v;eight systems have a more or less

broad

rather than a sharp single one. There

no

is

known polymer being completely crystalline, but have not
only partial crystallinity

but also crystals with

a

variety of sizes and defects.
In addition, polymers exhibit rubbery and glassy

phases, which are absent in low molecular weight systems.
In order to describe the behavior

of our system

in a comprehensive way a double chart is at least

required. This is illustrated in two separate
(

figures

35 and 36). Pig. 35 shows both melting points and

glass transition temperatures of the mixture as

function of composition,

'.-/hereas

a

figure 36 gives the

degree of crystallinity (fractional crystallinity) of

each component as a function of blend composition.
We are aware

of the fact that the representation

of the melting points by means of a single line is a

gross simplification made solely for the purpose of
cleirity in the diagram.

Nevertheless, figure 35

is

useful to describe the changes ocurring upon heating
or cooling the mixtures from a theoretical standpoint.

On the other hand, since only a part of the polymer

11^

in the mixture is crystalline,
there is need to know the
the crystalline and amorphous content
of each polymer
for a given blend composition. This
is accomplished by
raeans of figure 36. At a given
blend composition
one

can

find the crystalline fraction of each
component by
going up to the diagonal line and drawing a
line parallel
to the composition axis. The crystalline
fraction of
each polymer corresponds to the intersections
of this line
with the full curves.
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TABLE XXIX
Enthalpies of fusion in Joules g.~^ of iPS-PPO

(1)

and

aPS-PPO (2) blends resulting from annealing of
the prior
solvent-treated blend films, at IkO'^C for 2^ hours.
Composition

Enthalpy of fusion

Weight fraction of PS

;."l

1oule?^

p

(1)

(2)

1.00

25.58

0

25.58

0.90

2^.00

0

24.00

0.80

(3)"

9A6

0.75

29.45

11.28

18.17-

0.50

19.28

15.65

3.63

0.25

16.68

17.43

0

0.10

18. 34

17.52

0

PPG

19.16

19.16

0

a) Calculated as the differences between the data in

columns

1

and 2.

TABLE XXX
Enthalpies of fusion in joules

aPS-PPO

(2)

g. -1 of

iPS-PPO (1) and

blends resulting from annealing of the prior

solvent -treated blend films, at 170°C for 24 hours.

Composition
Weight fraction of PS

Enthalpy of fusion. Joules
(1)

(2)

n:.'^

(3)^

1.00

28.78

0

28.78

0.90

26.81

0

26.81

)
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TABLE XXX (Cont.

Composition
Weight fraction of PS

Enthalpy of fusion, joules g.-l
(1)

(2)

0.75

3^.8^

13.721

21.10

0-50

22.30

l/f.88

7./12

0.25

15.32

16.06

0

o»io

15.^0

15.78

0

PPO

16.57

16.57

0

a) Calculated as the differences between the data in

columns 1 and 2,

(3)a
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TABLE XXXI
Values of specific heat increase,

deg-

Ac

,

in joules g.-l

for iPS-PPO (1) and aPS-PPO (2) amorphous blends

of composition shown

:

Weight fraction PS

(1)

(2)

c

c

1.00

pA,
0.298

pA
0.296

0.90

0.292

0.289

0.75

0.287

0.282

0.50

0.281

0.260

0.25

0.265

0.252

0.10

0.256

0.253

0

0.2i^2

0.242

TABLE XXXII
Values of specific heat increase,

ACp, in joules g.-l

deg-1 for iPS-PPO and aPS-PPO blends crystallized by thermal
treatment at 1^0

(1)

and 170

(2)

of the previously

solvent treated films.

Composition
Weight fraction of PS

Cp (iPS-•PPG)
(1)

(2)

1.00

0.201

0.179

0.90

0.162

0.158

0.75

0.1^0

0.50

0.25

Cp(aPS-PPO)
(1)

(2)

0.133

0.166

0.168

0.1^5

0.115

0.150

0.1^2

0.106

0.090

•0.124

0.114

)
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TABLE XXXII (Cont.

Composition

ACp (iPS-PPO)

weight fraction of PS
^•^0
0

Ac

(aPS-PPO)

(1)

(2)

(1)

0,069

0.072

0.081

0.082

0

0

0

0

(2)

The fractional crystallinities can be evaluated in the two

ways just

described, using the data of the tables XXIX to

XXXII. These values are recorded in tables XJOCIII and XXXIV

and plotted against blend composition for each particular
treatment in figures 2? to 30.

TABLE XXXIII
Degree of crystallinity (fractional of iPS-PPO and aPS-PPO
blends crystallized by annealing of the solvent pre-

treated films at 1^0°C for 2k hours.
:

Calculated from

AQ^ data

:

Calculated from

A C^ data

Composition
Weight fraction of PS

iPS-•PPO

aPS.-PPO

x^

Xf

X

c

1.00

0.306

0.326

0.90

0.287

0.445

0.75

0.486

0.512

0.269

0.400

0.50

0.417

0.488

0.374

0.464

0.25

0.396

0.604

0.421

0.528

)
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TABLE XXXIII (Cont.

Composition

iPS-PPO

Weight fraction of PS

x

x

^
0.if39

0.10

TABLE

0.730

^f
0,k20

0.727

1.0

0.^58

1.0

c

0.^58

0

aPS-PPO

X7J>CIV

Degree of crystallinity (fractional) of iPS-PPO and

aPS-PPO blends crystallized by annealing of the solvent
pre-treated films at 170°C for

x^

o

:

Calculated from

:

Calculated from

Composition
weight fraction of PS

hours,

2^-

data
C^ data
p

iPS-PPO
x

aPS-PPO

x
f

c

x^

f

x

o

1.00

0.3^7

0.39^

0.90

0.320

0.^59

0.75

0.580

0.537

0.328

0.^0^

0.50

0.^^5

0.591

0.355

0.^50

0.25

0.362

0.657

0.385

0.563

0.10

0.368

O.718

0.377

0.676

0.396

1.000

0.396

1.000

0

TABLE XXXV
r4elting temperatures of PPO in blends
with iPS (1) and

aPS (2), and of iPS (3)

Blend Composition
Weight fraction IPS

:

Melting
1

(^ffO)

Temperature
2

1.00

3

231

0.90

.

-

228

0-75

233

232

222

0-50

238

235

219

0.25

2^3

2^0

0.10

2^9

2i^7

0.00

261

261

(^^i
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DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS
Development of considerable crystallinity
has been achieved
in iPS-PPO blends by the action of
MEK or acetone
vapor. At

relatively low temperatures (lower than

only iPS

is

able to crystallize, either pure or
in blends containing
more than 50 weight percent iPS.
The degree of crystallinity has been found
to depend
on the crystallization conditions.
Crystallinity increases

with increasing crystallization time and temperature
in the
interval 25-75°C. Plots of enthalpy of fusion versus
temperature of crystallization result in sigmoidal-shaped
curves. These curves appear to be approaching a maximum

level of crystallinity near 750c. These curves resemble

a half section of those obtained for isothermal annealing
of the same blends, which is suggestive of the existence
of similarities in the crystallization processes.

It

is

well known that for thermal induced crystallization, a
splierulitic morphology is commonly obtained vjhether one

crystallizes from the melt or from the glass. By solvent
induced crystallization a similar morphology has been

revealed in a number of polymers through small angle light

scattering 5^-56^ ^^^^ angle x-ray scattering ^7,58,3^

^^^^

63 69
scanning electron microscopy ^^»-'^.
Although small angle

light scattering studies of solvent induced crystalline

.

polyethylene terephthalate indicated a diffusion controlled

crystallization

the crystallization of polystyrene

does not appear to be diffusion controlled. This is concluded from the fact that the sample films exhibit a steadily

growing crystallinity after attaining the maximum vjeight
uptake of solvent

,

which is expected due to the well

known low rate of crystallization of iPS. The preceding

discussion

is

brought forward in order to establish the

effective role of the solvent. Thus, the solvent does
not seem to exert any significant effect on the final

morphology or on the crystallization kinetics. Therefore,

•

the major effect is to cause a reduction in both Tg and
Tjjj

so that nucleation and crystal growth can occur. For

the case of iPS, acetone and MEK cause a decrease in
its melting point of 6k and 51°C respectively, when the

solvent concentration in the polymer is taken as that
at equilibrium. The equations and the values of the

parameters used in these calculations are discussed later.
Attemps to measure the Tg of iPS containing solvent

concentrations near the equilibrium value, failed because
of interferences owing to the desorption of the solvent

while scanning the sample in the DSC. By making certain

assumptions one can estimate an approximate value of Tg.
Thus, if one assumes, on the basis of our results, that

:

,
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maximum crystallinity for a given time occurs at T = 80^0
c
which is approximately equal to ^(Tg + T^), by calculating
<->

the depression in

T^^,

a Tg value may be evaluated. \men the

solvent is MEK, the value of Tg found is approximately
-21^0

.

This means that the solvent lowers both

Tp-

and T

m*

but Tg is lowered more drastically. As a result, the

interval Tg-T^^ is expanded considerably.
In order to obtain a good polymer-solvent interaction

and consequently maximum Tg and

Tj^

depression, solvents

with a solubility parameter close to that of the polymer
have been used.
The interaction parameter for the system PS-MEK has

been reported to be 0.66

Other values have been

calculated using an equation developed by Bueche

where

is the

molar volume of the solvent and b

is a

constant ivhich has been evaluated by using the experimental
value of

J

for the PS-MEK system.

These

interaction

parameters were used to determine melting point depressions
due to diluents by means of the known Flory's

mentioned earlier (Eq.

7

equation

Chapter 1). Even under these

favorable circumstances PPO does not exhibit detectable

crystallinity following just acetone and/or MEK
exposure. Concentrations as high as 10^ by weight

vapor
of

.

12^

acetone in PPO cause a decrease in

of 79^0 whereas the

experimental Tg measured at that concentration

fig.

(

21

)

is lOOOc. Therefore, a weight fraction
of 0.1 makes the
Tra-

to Tg interval double. The weight fractions of
acetone

used in our experiments were actually higher than
but no so high as to produce depressions in Tg

75°C As a result, under our experimental

0.10

below

conditions,

probably only incipient nucleation occurs in pure

PPO

or PPO-rich blends, during the solvent exposure.

Other investigators

have reported that wet films

of PPO exposed to various solvents, display crystallinity, but the crystallinity disappears after drying. Since

drying involves additional thermal treatment, presumably
the melting point of the polymer

was so

drastically

reduced, that at the drying temperature, melting of the

crystallites ocurred. Accordingly, this fact was taken
into account by us, and a range of temperatures

was

chosen in accord with the calculated melting point
depressions

Annealing of the blends at temperatures of 90^0 or
higher, develops crystallinity because the crystallization

temperature is now further from Tg

ajid

between nucleation and crystal growth

the usual compromise
is achieved.

How-

ever, unlike the crystallization of iPS, which is carried
out into the vapor phase of the solvent, PPO crystal-
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lization is governed by kinetic factors.
This
trated with the aid of figures 21 and 22.

is

illus-

Thus referring
,

to figures 21 and 22, if a crystallization
process were
to be initiated at 1/^0^0 in PPO samples containing
10%
by weight of acetone, after three hours the acetone
has been reduced to
145^C. This

^fo

and the corresponding Tg becomes

implies that after three hours no crystal-

lization is possible. In addition, the rate of crystallization is changing due to the displacement of the
glass transition temperature, decreasing as Tg

approaches the crystallization temperature. In brief, at

higher temperatures, the rate of crystallization

is

higher, but the effective times of crystallization are
shorter.
The combined effect of the variations in the rate
of crystallization and the effective times of crystal-

lization can be discussed on the basis of the data
plotted in figure 23. At low temperatures one can
observe an increasing enthalpy of fusion with increasing

temperature until a maximum

is

passed, followed by a

sudden, almost linear decrease with increasing temperature
In the region where crystallinity increases, there appears

to be no limiting action by time, but after the maximum
heat of fusion

is reached,

the monotonic decrease in the
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level of crystallinity is very likely to be
due to the

reduction of the effective time of crystallization.
Therefore, the location of a maximum level of crystal-

linity might lie at higher

temperatures if time was not

the limiting factor.
On the other hand, as far as morphology is concerned,
the DSC thermograms showed relatively broad melting peaks

for PPO and its blends. Sharper melting peaks were obtained for pure PPO when thermally treated

at IkO^C, These

broad melting peaks are suggestive of small and /or poorly
formed crystalline regions

.

Tv7o

more experimental facts

seem to support the previous statement

.

First, most of

the crystallization process is carried out in a range of

temperatures which, with the passage of time, is closer
to the Tg of the material, until eventually Tg surpass T^.
Polymers crystallized at temperatures near Tg, where

spontaneous nucleation is rapid, and crystal growth rate
is low, have crystalline regions consisting of numerous

tiny spherulites. Second, blends displayed consistently

even broader melting peaks than that of the pure polymers.
Also, PPO-rich blends showed relatively high degrees of

crystallinity as compared to pure PPO

(

figs. 25 and 26).

An interpretation of these facts can be made based on
the expected high levels of miscibility of the polymers.
At temperatures close to Tg, where the mobility of the.
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molecules becomes restricted and the growth of a developing

center is controlled by a diffusional process, most of
the
available energy becomes consumed in activating nuclei
rather than

supplying the demand of energy to increase the

crystal surface. The blends, in the case of good compatibility, may be considered as an aggregate of very

small

clusters, or domains of segments of each polymer. During

spontaneous nucleation, those clusters are the sites

vjhere

the nuclei start to form and give rise to spherulites ,v;hich

since nucleation is favored over crystal growth, their size

can become reasonably smaller than that of the clusters.
Thus, the physical boundaries of the cluster are

not

completely responsible for preventing the crystal growth.
This fact explains why PPO crystallizes in the blends at

compositions as low as 2^%, This does not exclude
existence of a high degree of crystallinity

fractional crystallinity of ca. 0.6
in iP3-PP0 blends

(fig.

26).

,

the

indeed

has been obtained

Moreover,

the

mutual

impingement of growing spherulites upon one another cannot
be discarded.

The presence of crystalline PPO in the blends confers

to the crystalline region a certain degree of heterogeneity which is reflected in the large departures from the

two-phase behavior.

)

When solely IPS crystallized

,

this departure is relatively

small, although the amorphous phase is appreciably
rich in
PPO.

Such behavior can be further indication of morpho-

logical differences between iPS and PPO crystallites.
The absence of a detectable change in specific heat at the

Tg of pare crystalline PPO might be adduced in favor of

showing the crystalline structure of the polymer as a
mass of numerous tiny spherulites

{^Ofo

crystallinity

whose uniform distribution in the amorphous region, inhibites the amorphous phase from responding to the thermal
events associated with Tg. Thus, the independence of
phases assumed in the two-phase model is no longer valid.

Completely amorphous iPS-PPO blends exhibit raonotonic

variation of the changes of specific heat at Tg with
composition as long as the presence of PPO in the crystalline phase is small. Therefore, deviations of the two

phase behavior seem to be produced solely by reason of

the nature of the crystalline structure of PPO, i.e. the

contribution of PPO crystallites to the crystalline
phase of the system.

The existence of a binary polymer mixture charac-

terized by a high degree of miscibility and the ability
of its constituents to crystallize at various compositions

has prompted

ing a

us to consider the feasibility of construct-

polymer phase diagram.

.

:
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We are aware that a phase diagram is an
equilibrium

diagram and that courses of crystallization
predicted
from it presuppose the absence of such nonequilibriura
conditions arising in polymer systems.
'A reasonable approach to the problem requires
that

similarities and differences between the behavior of

multiphase systems of high and low molecular weight
compounds be stated.
Our system

presents some similarities to those of

low molecular weight, as long as a state of equilibrium
is assumed.

Thus, a high degree of homogeneity is revealed

through a number of test i^erformed in this and other
previous works

^*

The two components present a relatively high degree
of crystallinity and show depression in their melting

points V7ith increasing content of the diluent.
On the other hand

,

there exist great differences

between the behavior of the two systems
1)

Crystal polymers, as a rule, also contain an amorphous

phas e
2) Even highly crystalline polymers do not possess a sharp

melting point but a broad melting band.
3) Crystallinities

,

and hence, melting points of the

polymers depend upon the treatment employed in the

.

,
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development of these crystallinites
Polymer system have a glass transition temperature which
adds further complications to a phase diagram since
it

^)

represents the separation line between two inexistent phases,

rubbery and glassy, in low molecular weight systems. On top
of it all,

polymer crystals contain a larger number

defects and may vary

of

in size and in degree of crystallinity

depending on a variety of parameters such as the molecular
weight distribution, tacticity, inherent impurities, etc.
Some of these differences might be circumvented by

defining the conditions under which accuracy and reproducibility of critical properties can be obtained. In our
case, for example, the conditions to be defined must

ensure a high and constant degree of crystallinity, so
that, an invariant melting point can be measured reproducib-

Furthermore, the mathematical treatment of the problem
adds some difficulties. Equations derived to examine the

reduction in chemical potential that occurs on mixing a
polymer in a low molecular weight diluent, are not completely applicable in the case of mixing two polymers. The

inapplicability lies in the statistical mechanics

considerations implied in the model used in the derivation
of such a treatment.

However, in face of the lack of appropriate treatment.
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However, in face of the lack of appropriate
treatment
of polymer-polymer mixtures, an analysis of our
experi-

mental data can be maAe using the equation derived by
Plory 31

which relates the depression of the melting

,

point caused by addition of diluent to the volume fraction
of diluent,

v-j^

(1/Tn,)

-

(1/T^°) = (R/ AH^)(Vu/Vi)( vi->v^)

(7)

Where all the terms of this equation are explained in

chapter one.
When

dT^/dv^, i.e. the derivative of the melting

point with respect to molar volume of the diluent, is

evaluated, one finds that for all

values there

is a

depression in the melting point of the polymer with
increasing

v-j^.

The second derivative turns out to be

negative at least for values of

jjc

in the range of interest,

this means that the curve representing the melting points
of the polymer at the various values of

v-j^

must

be

convex, if they are to be described by this equation. How-

ever

,

our experimental results produced a curve which

appears to be concave, i.e. the second derivative
positive. Therefore

,

is

one might think of the experimental

curve as being affected by factors other than those

causing melting point depression of the polymer under
equilibrium conditions. Of course, this presupposes
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the validity of equation ?. Depressions
in the melting points
of polymers
in compatible blends have been found
to be
brought about by morphological deffects and
differences in

molecular weight of the diluent. However, the effective
size of the molecule acting as a diluent cannot
be pictured as the entire molecule of the polymer, but
instead as
a relatively small part of it. The better the
level

of

mixing, the smaller the size of the effective diluent

molecule.
Therefore, the experimental melting point depressions

must be considered as the sum of the contributions due

to two effects. These two effects cannot be considered
independently. V/hen the changes in the chemical potentials
of the components allow a very intimate degree of mixing
(

at

level of a few polymer segments) the development

of crystallinity becomes restrained. Accordingly, smaller

and more defective crystallites should form. On the other
hand,

if thermodynamic equilibrium is assumed, a reduction

in the melting point must occur

as a result of

the

changes in chemical potential owing to the presence of a
diluent, which although a high polymer, interacts with
its partner

at level of a few monomer units.

If the contributions due to the changes in the

morphology of the polymer upon mixing could be subtracted
from the total melting point depressions, the shape of
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the experimental

predicted by eq.

curve might shift to the convex curve
7,

In view of the above, additional theoretical

and

experimental work is required to formulate an acceptable
solution to the problem.

SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH
We feel that there is need of studying more
extensively

the melting behavior of isotactic polystyrene. Although

many investigations have been made

to explain

the

presence of multiple melting peaks, it is by no means
clear. Heating rates lov;er than IQOK/min. should be used
in DSC techniques, to determine if recrystallization is

complete at a given heating rate. In addition samples

with the highest tacticity should be used. To do that
samples must be purified by dissolving them, repeatedly,
in MEK in order to eliminate as much atactic

content

as possible. The material should be crystallized from

both the melt and the glassy state to check for expected
differences in the melting behavior end crystalline
structure.

Another feature concerning PS, is its adherence to
two phase model. We have found that the product of the

specific heat increase by the heat of fusion remains

A

constant. For the case of polystyrene, when both

and A H^ are given in joules
is around ^.5

.

g."'^

(deg""^) this

Cp

value

Polymers showing close adherence to two

phase behavior are thought of having similar constant
products. It is felt that such a characterization would
be of some interest.

,
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The

systems composed of amorphous and seraicrystalline

polymers appear to be of great interest not only for

examining the properties of the mixtures, but also for
obtaining information on the behavior of individual
polymers
A further research must be conducted to ellucidate

how and at what extent the presence of a

polyirier

diluent

affects the crystalline structure of the polymer.
Studies of the morphology of the crystalline

component must be performed by using the adequate technique,
x-ray, electron microscopy, etc. The morphology of the pure

polymer should be contrasted to that of the polymer in the

compatible blend at different compositions. By applying

known equations relating temperatures of fusion with the
size of crystallites, the effect of defective morphology

may be estimated.
This study can bo extended to incompatible blends. By

choosing appropriate polymer pairs the differences in the
crystalline structure and in the melting behavior between
compatible and incompatible blends may be determined.
Furthermore, polarizing microscopy can be used to

measure radial increase in size of the spherulitos in
the pure polymer and its blends, whether compatible or not.
By using a wide range of compositions and different

molecular weights of the diluent one should be able to
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observe the effect of the corapatibility
alone.

Crystallization induced by solvent also offers
an
auspicious subject for future research. A
variety of
solvents in conjuction with different experimental
conditions, temperature, pressure etc, can be
employed to
examine the role of the solvent in the process. On
particular, we believe that higher degrees of crystallinity
and/
or larger crystallites can be obtained for PPO either
pure
or in its blends if the thermal treatment could be carried
out in a high pressure chamber containing the solvent.

X-ray studies of the morphology of PPO and iPS-PPO
blends is also important to confirm the observations made

on the basis of thermal results.
Kinetic studies of the combined thermal plus solvent

crystallization would be very useful in order to improve
the experimental conditions to achieve higher levels of

crystallinity. This, in turn will be helpful for formulating the set of necessary conditions to obtain reproducible
data. As it was said earlier the achievement of optimum

properties with a high degree of reproducibility are essential requirements in any attempt to construct a polymer
phase diagram.
Finally, the search of new compatible blends of semi-

crystalline polymers is very important if the results

obtained for PS-PPO blends are to be generalized.
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